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The use of imagery in organization consulting was 
examined using a sample of 24 external and 12 internal 
consultants from 16 States who had been sent background 
material and were then interviewed by telephone. The study 
sought to find out whether consultants distinguished between 
types of imagery, what types of imagery they used, and how 
they decided what imagery work to do in a particular 
organization situation. Further, it sought to test the fit 
between consultants' imagery practices and those that would 
be suggested as appropriate by Vaune Ainsworth-Land s 1982 
model, which systematically linked imagery, the 
developmental level of the imager and the creative task to 
be performed. Suggestions for appropriate imagery work in 
four developmentally different organizational situations 
were obtained, together with details of a most and least 
successful use of imagery. The study's results indicated 
that these consultants, as a group, did not differentiate 
vi 
between types of imagery, nor did they consciously employ 
developmental criteria in deciding their imagery 
interventions. Also, judged externally, their practice 
differed from that which would be prescribed by the 
Ainsworth-Land model. The main difference was that they 
seemed to have a tendency to use more thought and less 
imagination imagery than the model would suggest as 
appropriate. There seemed to be a close relationship 
between application of the model and effectiveness of 
imagery work. The study concluded that the Ainsworth-Land 
model was a useful guide to imagery practice in organization 
consulting situations and that the results of the study 
seemed to justify additional research effort directed at a 
further teasing out of relationships between the key 
variables of imagery type, organizational development level 
and organizational problems. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Views of organizational analysis have tended to be 
sharply polarized and early theory which placed heavy 
emphasis on rationality, order and control, an approach 
sometimes referred to as classical management theory, has 
been represented by one writer as emanating from the forces 
of darkness (Perrow, 1973). In the early part of the 
present century this view held sway and was called 
scientific management. Its features were centralized 
authority, hierarchical structure, marked division of labor, 
rules and regulations, and a clear separation between line 
and staff functions. This way of thinking was translated 
into management practice, not only in manufacturing industry 
where it is perhaps most readily seen, but in organizations 
of just about every kind. One hallmark was the almost total 
treatment of employees as units or machines. People were 
hired to do a specific job and their capacities for creative 
thinking, initiative and adaptability were recognized only 
for their potential nuisance value, these qualities were 
seen as hindrances to standardardization, individuality 
must somehow be overcome by management action. 
1 
2 
Some influential books in the 1930 s, for example 
Chester Barnard s Functions of the Executive (1938) and 
Roethlisberger and Dickson's Management and the Worker 
(1939), led to a sharp swing in thinking to emphasis on 
consideration for the employees, often referred to as the 
Human Relations movement. However, it seems that the forces 
of darkness are not easily defeated and the translation of 
Max Weber's writings on bureaucracy and their availability 
in the 1940's brought quite a resurgence of opinion in favor 
of rationality, clear divisions of responsibility and the 
rest. 
Perhaps the matter of emphasis would have see-sawed 
back and forth except that in the post-World-War-II era the 
world began to change in ways that had profound effects, 
especially in terms of markets, competition, and not least, 
in people's values. The environment in which organizations 
operate is no longer fixed and stable as it once was - or it 
was assumed to be. Instead it has become turbulent. 
Management must cope with accelerating rates of change, with 
conditions in which there is manifestly a greater degree of 
system interconnectedness, and must build organizations 
which have capacity to make and meet competitive challenge 
(Emery & Trist, 1965; Toffler, 1970). 
Some organizations have been able to 
ability to adapt to these new conditions and 
demonstrate 
indeed, some 
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have thrived. Within the corporate world a number of 
organizations which met rather stringent conditions of 
growth and prosperity have been studied and described by 
Peters and Waterman in their In Search of Excellence (1982). 
They demonstrated that today's excellent companies place 
high importance on people and their needs for meaning and 
success. One of the attributes identified in the excellent 
companies which is of special relevance in the present 
context is their simultaneous possession of loose-tight 
properties: the coexistence of firm central direction and 
maximum individual autonomy. These organizations were able 
to encourage and develop the innovative powers of their 
people while at the same time insisting on accountability, 
rigidly shared values and regular communication. 
No doubt many managers have been inspired by the case 
material presented in In Search of Excellence but it would 
seem insufficient simply to encourage organizations to 
follow these examples. Given today s world with its need to 
cope with accelerating rates of change, not only through 
emotional fortitude but more importantly through 
adaptability, creativity and innovation, it would seem 
fitting that more effort should be directed towards 
understanding and extending these processes, especially as 
they apply in the organizational context. It would seem 
that, in part at least, the need is to help managers shake 
off any tendency towards undue reliance on rationality and 
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to lead them to value more highly creative modes of 
thinking. Rational and creative styles of thinking both have 
their place in the effective solving of day-to-day and long 
term problems. 
Unfortunately perhaps, people do not change their ways 
of thinking, their attitudes or values simply by being 
convinced that it is a good thing to do. Much has been 
learned about change at the individual level however, 
especially in the course of therapy, through the 
application of theoretical models and systematically applied 
techniques, and it is reasonable to expect that the same 
kind of effort applied to organizations would be similarly 
rewarding. In particular, the use of imagery and metaphor 
has been found useful in unblocking thinking and in leading 
to effective solutions to personal problems (Bandler & 
Grinder, 1975; Sheikh & Jordan, 1983) and may be 
transferable to the organizational arena. 
In much the same way as counselors and psychotherapists 
provide services to individuals, organization consultants 
can be thought of as therapists to organizations. It is 
known that a number of consultants use imagery in their work 
(Adams, 1984) and a study of their practices and the 
theoretical underpinnings to these would seem to be 
especially timely as so little has been written about it. 
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Recent thinking ties the use of imagery in problem 
solving to the developmental level of the problem solver and 
it would be of interest to investigate whether use of 
imagery is systematically linked to developmental level in 
the organizational context as well. is imagery applied to 
organizational problem solving in a manner that suggests the 
operation of a contingency model? is it effective? These 
and related questions call for answers which can only be 
derived from systematically gathered data. The present 
study addresses this task. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether and 
to what extent current practice of using imagery for 
defining and solving organization problems takes account of 
the developmental stages of the organization and theoretical 
models linking development and the appropriateness of 
different orders of imagery. In particular, the study is 
concerned with the fit between practice in using imagery to 
define and solve problems in organizations and the 
conceptualization of V. Ainsworth-Land (1982) that imagery 
can be used as a tool for creative problem solving at all 
developmental stages. Depending on the person's stage of 
development and the needs that go with this, V. Ainsworth 
Land claimed that imagery can be an adjunct to early 
learning, can be an aid to modification of an earlier idea 
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or can be a bridge to a higher level synthesis. The 
proposition to be tested in this study is that the same can 
be said for organizations. There is a growing body of 
literature that uses the life-cycle metaphor to describe 
different stages in an organization's history, and applying 
the V. Ainsworth-Land conceptualization, the expectation 
would be that imagery could be useful in defining and 
solving problems occuring at each of these developmental 
stages. 
Several different classes of imagery have been 
distinguished (Ainsworth-Land, 1982; Richardson, 1983) and 
the study is concerned with what have been called "thought" 
imagery and "imagination" imagery, whenever these are 
deliberately and consciously applied to problem definition 
and problem solving. Problem definition and problem solving 
are linked together here as they both form steps in the same 
process (Parnes, 1967). There are many different ways of 
defining any given problem and how it is defined will have 
considerable influence on the locating of appropriate 
solutions. 
Imagery has been receiving increased attention from 
researchers and social science practitioners. It is being 
used extensively in therapeutic work, accessing of skills, 
planning, problem definition and problem solving with 
individuals and groups, and from observation, its use by 
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organization consultants seems to be increasing. There are 
relatively few published accounts of the use of imagery in 
organizational settings however, and those that do exist are 
either linked to specialized techniques (such as Synectics; 
Gordon, 1961) or are not very substantial. There is need 
for more systematic collection of data and investigation 
into the broad range of uses to which imagery is being 
applied in organizational settings. More needs to be known 
about how such a seemingly powerful set of techniques can be 
applied and whether it can be applied to solving a range of 
different kinds of problems in organizations and at 
different life-cycle stages. In other words, just how 
widely can it be applied in organizational settings and what 
variations in technique seem necessary for effective 
application at differing developmental stages. This study 
is a beginning step towards gaining this understanding. The 
findings are expected to have considerable significance for 
organizational managements who are faced increasingly with 
the need to develop mechanisms for creative adaptation if 
they are to survive in the current turbulent environment, 
and for organization consultants who are called on to help 
them to achieve development and transformation. 
Problem 
In general terms, the problem tackled in this study is 
to establish how consultants who use imagery decide to use 
8 
it in a particular organizational situation and what 
principles guide them in varying their practice from one 
situation to the next. Of particular interest in this 
letter context is to investigate whether they systematically 
vary their practice in terms of the developmental level of 
the organizational group with whom they are working. At 
another level, the study seeks to investigate whether the 
use of imagery is more effective if it takes account of 
imagery and organizational development variables and 
attempts to match the one with the other. 
It is one thing to build models and to theorize about 
the kinds of relationships that might exist between abstract 
entities and it is quite another to address real life 
situations and abstract from them the same sorts of 
principles. The main kinds of problems underlying this 
study are those of operationalizing the concepts and finding 
ways of obtaining measures that lend themselves to 
systematic analysis. For example, ways must be found for 
operationalising the concept of organizational development, 
ways must be found for systematically studying the practice 
of using imagery in addressing organizational problems and 
of categorizing or measuring these practices. 
early decision was to use organization consultants 
as the principal source of data but even at this level there 
are potential problems. Which consultants use imagery? 
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Would they be prepared to provide information on their 
practices? Do they share a common language, use the same 
concepts? And is their work sufficiently comparable to 
allow of general conclusions being drawn? 
An assumption was that corporate and non-corporate 
organizations face essentially the same sorts of problems 
and therefore that it was unnecessary to make any 
distinction in terms of this variable. Emphasis throughout 
the study would be on consultants' practices and whether 
these varied systematically with developmental level of the 
organization, whatever kind it was. 
Definition of Terms 
The process of locating participants for this study 
started with the researcher writing letters to people who 
were thought likely to be engaged in consulting work which 
made use of imagery. Beyond this point the process was one 
of self selection. For purposes of this study consultants 
who use imagery in the course of organization consulting 
essentially were those people who said that they did. Much 
depended therefore, on the understanding conveyed by means 
of definitions. The following two sets of definitions and 
examples were distributed to potential participants who had 
said that they used imagery in organization consulting work 
and were prepared to participate in the study. 
10 
Organization Consulting 
The focus of this study is on the use of Imagery in 
organization consulting, that is, working with individuals 
or groups of executives or employees from within a single 
organization as opposed to conducting management training 
seminars or workshops attended by people from a number of 
organizations. Thus, the kind of consulting work the study 
is interested in includes team building, and assisting 
executives and or work groups to plan, problem solve, or 
strategize. At times some of this work is management 
training but the essential feature for the study's purposes 
is that the work be done within a single organization having 
in mind an organization development or organization 
transformation objective. 
Imagery 
Imagery is defined in this study as: A mental process 
in which emphasis is deliberately on mental picturing and/or 
creative imaging as opposed to verbal analysis or verbal 
reasoning. In asking others to use imagery, words such as: 
"Form a picture in your mind", "Imagine what — would look 
like", "Fantasize the scene -", are likely to be used. 
While most often visual, imagery sometimes includes other 
sensory elements such as hearing, touch and smell. 
The use of imagery in organization consulting includes 
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asking organization members to mentally picture how things 
were, are, or could be in their organizations. Imagery may 
be employed to such ends as problem definition, skills 
development, planning, and problem solving. 
Two types of imagery are sometimes distinguished: 
thought imagery and imagination imagery. 
Thought Imagery 
Thought imagery is the use of images associated with 
past, present ongoing and future anticipated events, 
experiences, thoughts and actions. For example: You would 
likely evoke Thought imagery if you were to ask a person to 
"Picture yourself performing (some action) the way you 
do when you are at your best." 
"Picture this organization at a time when it did 
(something) really well. In your mind go back to that 
event, look around and see what is happening, what people 
are doing and exactly how they are doing these things. 
What adjectives best describe what you see?" 
Imagination Imagery 
Imagination imagery has no particular context, occasion 
or personal reference. Imagination images are inclined to 
be novel, creative, to contain elements of let s pretend. 
The content may be unexpected and apparently unconnected 
with any identifiable memories or experience from the past. 
For example: You would likely evoke Imagination imagery if 
you were to ask a person to 
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"In your wildest imagination see this organization five 
times more profitable than now. How would it look? How 
would things be done? What would be happening?" 
"How might a politician perceive this problem? How 
might a football coach? A scientist? Imagine them 
(politician, football coach, scientist, etc.), at a meeting 
called to discuss possible solutions. Listen to what they 
each have to say." 
These definitions are taken largely from those of 
Richardson (1983) but they have been amplified and 
illustrated in order to speak more clearly to the consultant 
audience. 
Organization Development 
Definitions of organization development were not sent 
to the participants and development was not mentioned as 
such during interviews. Instead, a number of models, which 
are considered in depth in Chapter 2, were used to identify 
certain key stages of an organization s life-cycle, and some 
of these were chosen to form the basis of some mini case 
studies which were presented to the participants. 
The chosen strategy seemed the most appropriate in view of 
the fact that organization development was a key dependent 
variable in the study. 
13 
Limitations 
Finding an appropriate method of gathering data 
presented some real problems and the method finally adopted, 
interviewing an identified sample by telephone, involved a 
number of shortcomings. Initially the plan was to use a 
mailed questionnaire as the principal means of gathering the 
data and accordingly a questionnaire was developed and 
tested. Several of those in the pilot sample objected to 
the time required to complete the questionnaire and made it 
clear that their usual response would have been to discard 
it. As a result of several suggestions, the telephone was 
then chosen as more likely to yield a full response. But 
the phone has its limitations too. Perhaps the worst of 
these is that the kinds of people invited to take part in 
the study are rarely to be found at their desk, whether at 
home or in the office. In quite a number of cases multiple 
attempts were made to contact consultants, messages were 
left but no contact was ever made. Whether this failure 
operated in any systematic way to bias the results is not 
known. No pattern was obvious. A second kind of problem in 
this particular case was that the researcher was operating 
with very limited funds and was therefore very aware of the 
potential cost of the calls. Most calls were long distance 
and were conducted in prime time. Calls of 15 to 20 minutes 
in length were standard but as they extended, in some cases 
to complete them was considerable. to an hour, the pressure 
14 
At one level tne pressure to complete the interviews in the 
shortest possible time suited the interests of both parties 
but at times it felt as though it would have been helpful 
to have been engaged in data gathering under less pressured 
circumstances. People's styles of talking over the phone 
vary considerably, some are very thoughtful and seem to need 
more time than others to say what they have to say. 
Another kind of limitation in this study was that it 
depended in large part on responses to simulated exercises. 
Data gathering in more realistic situations would have been 
an attractive proposition but very hard to achieve, 
especially when the nature of the consultant's work is 
considered. In the circumstances it can only be hoped that 
the exercises were realistic enough to yield useful data and 
judging by impressions and comments, this would appear to be 
the case. 
Outline of Dissertation 
The dissertation has been organized into five chapters. 
Following this Introduction Chapter II presents a review of 
the salient literature in which extensive treatment is 
given to the nature of imagery and its applications to 
creative problem solving. The chapter also reviews what is 
known of the process and stages of organizational 
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development and considers some models for integrating 
concepts of development and organization problems with 
problem solving methods which use imagery. 
In Chapter III the method used in the study is spelled 
out. The chapter describes what was done in the study, how 
it was done and why it was done that way. Procedures and 
methodology are described in detail and particular attention 
is given to the rationale behind the design, the instruments 
used and the methods of analyzing the data. 
Chapter IV presents the results obtained in the study. 
Data relating to each of the research questions and 
hypotheses are presented. In addition to statistical 
results, qualitative examples are introduced in order to 
illustrate some of the findings and to suggest some possible 
trends which would seem to warrant further investigation. 
The implications from the study are discussed in detail 
in Chapter V and the whole study is brought together in 
summary form in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Literature pertinent to this study includes literature 
on imagery, its nature and applications especially to 
organizational problem solving, and more generally, the 
literature on creative development and creativity in problem 
solving. The dissertation hinges on the notion that it is 
possible to distinguish developmental stages in 
organizations and for this reason it is important also, to 
review theoretical models and research findings that relate 
to this concept. This chapter systematically builds a case 
for linkages between imagery, creative problem solving and 
development which is summarized in the final section. 
Imagery 
In every day language "imagery" is used to refer to 
"pictures in our heads" and little attempt is made to 
distinguish between seeing something and remembering or 
imagining the same thing. The verb "to see" is frequently 
used to cover both processes. Perhaps it is believed that 
seeing the real thing will be a more vivid experience but 
this is not necessarily true and in both cases there are 
subjective aspects to the process. Perception involves 
16 
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adding meaning and what a person sees is distorted by 
motivation, needs, emotional state. Details may be omitted, 
some things may be added and some things may be changed. 
Similarly, of course, remembering involves selectivity and 
distortion of one sort or another also. Holt (1972) 
summarized well in these words, "... the image that is 
usually called a percept is as much a construct of the 
nervous system as is a memory image or hallucination ... 
what seems a simple replica of the outer world is never 
simple and never a mere replica; perception is a highly 
selective process." He added a reminder that the two 
experiences are linked, perception involves memory: "We do 
not simply see but recognize what we see." (Holt, 1972, 
p.ll) . 
A further point to note is that whereas both terms 
"see" and "image" (or imagine) appear to be dealing 
exclusively with visual phenomena, both are used frequently 
to include experience associated with other sensory 
modalities. Thus, a memory of a church may include the 
sound of its bell ringing, that of a restaurant might 
include certain smells, the sight of a rug might evoke 
certain tactile sensations. 
To complicate the situation even further, while images 
are usually thought of as being located in the head they are 
not always experienced that way. Certain kinds of images 
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are experienced very much as out there, outside ourselves. 
Some people see images like this much of the time and most 
people will experience images this way under certain 
conditions, especially conditions of sensory deprivation. 
A number of people (e.g. Horowitz, 1970; Sheehan, 
1972a; Block, 1981) have tried to bring order and clarity to 
this difficult task of defining and distinguishing between 
perceiving and imaging (remembering or imagining). 
Richardson s (1983) definitions and typology are 
authoritative and appear most suitable for present purposes. 
He pointed out that researchers had focused on different 
questions and had used "imagery" to mean different things. 
In particular, he distinguished the approach of a number of 
researchers who defined imagery as a non phenomenol inferred 
construct or process (for their purpose the experience of 
having a mental image was not an essential part of its 
nature or function) from others for whom the experience of 
having the image was most important. Richardson belongs to 
this latter group and his definition is: 
"Mental imagery refers to (1) all those quasi-sensory or 
quasi-perceptua 1 experiences of which (2) we are self 
consciously aware and which (3) exist for us in the 
absence of those stimulus conditions that are known to 
produce their genuine sensory or perceptual 
counterparts." (Richardson, 1983, p.15) 
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Richardson's conclusion was that the vast bulk of 
mental imagery research has been on visual imagery and, 
given this, that four classes of imagery can be 
distinguished - after-imagery, eidetic imagery, thought 
imagery (earlier referred to as memory imagery) and 
imagination imagery. Eidetic imagery and after-imagery are 
special phenomena involving persistence of visual images 
immediately following the removal of a stimulus. Present 
purposes require only that consideration be given to the 
other two classes of imagery. 
Thought Imagery 
Thought imagery is the commonly experienced imagery, 
the imagery that "may accompany the recall of events from 
the past, the ongoing thought processes of the present or 
the anticipatory actions and events of the future." 
(Richardson, 1983, p.27). Thought imagery occurs 
spontaneously but also is more amenable to conscious control 
than are other forms of mental imagery. Voluntary thought 
imagery may be self induced or induced by others and in the 
latter case it is often referred to as guided imagery. 
Very little research has been done on spontaneous 
imagery but in 1914 Fox wrote that whenever goa1-directed 
thought is blocked or becomes confused or uncertain, imagery 
will be aroused that may facilitate a solution. This is 
somewhat reminiscent of Freud s notion of dreams being 
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unconscious wish fulfillment. Imagery is an attempt by a 
person's "subconscious" to solve problems, to bring mental 
processes to completion and fulfillment. Interestingly, the 
one study (Sheehan & Lewis, 1974) that tested this 
proposition experimentally confirmed the prediction "that 
the greater confusion (sense of uncertainty, bafflement, or 
frustration) that is produced in the course of a thought or 
action sequence, the more likely it is that imagery will be 
aroused and the more vivid it will be." (Richardson, 1983 , 
p. 29 ) . 
People have been found to differ widely in their 
aptitude for imaging as measured by their self reports. 
Commonly a scale of vividness is used which employs 
different sense modalities which are rated on a five point 
scale from "Perfectly clear and as vivid as normal vision" 
through "Moderately clear and vivid" (rated 3) to "No image 
at all, you only 'know' that you are thinking of the object 
(at 5). The scale is used to select research subjects and 
to measure vividness of reported imagery in research 
situations. The original scale (Betts Questionnaire upon 
Mental Imagery - Betts QMI) is used in some some studies 
(e.g. Sheehan, 1972b) and modified versions are used in 
others (e.g. Marks, 1973; Marks, 1983; Sheehan, 1967). 
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Imagination Imagery 
With a progressive withdrawal from the world of 
external perceptual events to the world of inner imagination 
there is a shift and the characteristics of spontaneous 
thought imagery are likely to change to those of imagination 
imagery. The images are likely to assume noticeably greater 
vividness and color and may be very detailed in texture. 
They may be unexpected and apparently unrelated to actual 
past events and memories (novel) and they may have the 
appearance of being physically present. Despite these 
qualitative differences Richardson says, "The tentative 
conclusion to be drawn ... is that spontaneous thought 
imagery and imagination imagery may be on a phenomenological 
continuum." (Richardson, 1983, p.33). 
Because of their novelty and apparent unrelatedness to 
actual happenings imagination imagery is sometimes described 
as "fantasy". Richardson in referring to integrated scenes 
which occur in the continuous form of fantasy cites Klinger 
(1971, p.356) that, "the content of fantasy reflects current 
concerns ... fantasy processes constitute a continuous 
cycling of ... elements that are most likely to be relevant 
to the individual's life situation. In the course of 
fantasy, a person works over, recombines and sometimes 
reorganizes the information creatively. Fantasy thus serves 
as a channel for performing preparatory work fortuitously 
between emergencies." 
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Richardson's conclusion 
this form of imagery is that, 
to serve as the vehicle by 
Sometimes this understanding 
following a long period of 
(Richardson, 1983, p.35). 
in respect to the utility of 
"Imagination images often seem 
which understanding occurs, 
is a genuine creative insight 
preparation and incubation." 
A final point to be made here is that imagery (in its 
various forms) is a very common activity. Richardson's 
definition implied awareness, an experiencing of imagery, 
but much imagery may go unnoticed. Pope and Singer ( 1978 ) 
produced evidence that human adults have a continual stream 
of imaginal events that go on inside them and, much as 
people are often unaware of dreams but can improve their 
powers of dream recall, adults who have ceased to value 
imagery and fantasy can learn to be more aware of their own 
imagery and can sharpen their focus so that their imagery is 
seen with greater detail and vividness. Thus, allowing that 
imagery ability may vary widely, it seems that all have some 
ability and that under certain cbnditions imagery can be 
brought more sharply into awareness. Rather surprisingly, 
very little research seems to have been directed to studying 
how and to what extent imagery ability can be extended 
through training. Relaxation aids imagery formation 
(Khatena, 1978) but not much more seems to be known. 
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Imagery and Creativity 
several authors have attempted to synthesize what is 
« 
known of the relationship between imagery and creativity. 
Durio (1975) after noting the almost complete absence 
of experimentally based research into the relationship 
between imagery and creativity, discussed some apparent 
links between them. She noted the apparent differences in 
the way the brain processes imagery as opposed to verbal 
encoding and reasoned that, "Ideally, both imagery and 
verbal language systems work together to affect the mental 
operations and problem-solving processes of humans." (Durio, 
1975, p.238). The creative process depends in part on 
vivid, novel and individualistic products of imagery and in 
part on the ability to make judgements using the 
generalizations of society contained in the shared symbolic 
language. 
Reviewing the research Durio mentioned Pavio s 1971 
findings that the high imagers responded more quickly to 
both imagery and verbal instructional sets when recalling 
both concrete and abstract words and sentences. In the 
light of these findings it would appear that imagery acts as 
a mediator, i.e. provides a kind of visual integration or 
shorthand. 
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In another study (Posner, 1973) the finding was that 
f^se association to pictures elicited more action words 
whereas free association to words elicited more object 
words. (A picture of a shovel evoked associations like 
"dig" but the word shovel more often evoked words like 
"tool".) This study raises the possibility that some 
problems may lend themselves better to verbal strategies and 
some to imagery. And, keeping in mind the marked individual 
differences that exist in imaging ability, imagery may 
"allow playful shifting of the elements in a problem 
situation, providing a measure of novelty in the imager's 
solution process that is not available to the verbalizer." 
(Durio, 1975, p.240). In any event, visualization seems to 
increase performance on certain kinds of creative tasks 
(Davis & Manske, 1966) and belief in its efficacy has led 
long ago to its introduction into courses designed to 
encourage creativity (Osborn, 1953). 
Lindauer (1977) in reviewing the literature on the 
connection between imagery, aesthetics, the arts and 
creativity included much speculative and non-empirical work, 
again because that was the essential nature of most of the 
published material. His summary (Lindauer, 1977, p.347) was 
that the anecdotal literature is full of examples of the way 
scientists and artists have used their spontaneously 
occuring imagination images and yet the literature also 
contains much that is unsettling with regard to a firm 
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conclusion that imagery has much to do with the bulk of 
creative output. He carried out an empirical study which 
demonstrated that people who scored highly on tests of 
aesthetics also report high imagery and vice versa, the non- 
aesthetic subjects reported not experiencing much imagery. 
He also reported however, "a striking failure to find a 
correlation between imagery and creativity." (p. 358). 
Khatena (1978) in the course of a number of studies 
came to somewhat different conclusions. One of his studies 
found a significant relationship between vividness of 
imagery production and creative perception. In addition, 
vivid imagers tended to perceive themselves as highly 
creative. From another study he concluded that adults who 
perceive themselves as highly creative are more likely to 
have greater autonomy of imagery. 
Further work by Forisha (1978) speaks to this paradox 
of seemingly opposite research findings. Her conclusion 
was that at lower levels of development (typified by a 
relative lack of personality differentiation) imagery may be 
a hindrance to abstract and creative thinking, but that at 
higher levels of development (typified by hierarchical 
integration) imagery is a necessary and vital aspect of the 
polarities encompassed in the creative process (p-209) . 
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Later (1983), Forisha reported having had to modify her 
views in the light of subsequent research findings which had 
failed to substantiate her position. However, she reported 
still holding to the view that in all likelihood there was a 
complex relationship between imagery and creativity and that 
perhaps it was cognitive style (indicated for example, by 
performance on the Myers-Briggs test) that was the crucial 
moderator variable. She had earlier drawn attention to 
apparent sex differences in creative performance and 
suggested that it may have been feminine cognitive style as 
opposed to masculine cognitive style which lay behind these 
findings. Forisha's position that creativity and imagery 
are both closely intertwined with other personality factors 
seems entirely possible. 
An Integrating Perspective 
A paper by V. Ainsworth-Land (1982) helps to build on 
the developmental/cognitive style theorising of Forisha. 
Ainsworth-Land pointed out that there are many and varied 
imaging processes and many varieties of creativity. 
Creative products generated in the discovery learning of a 
child are of a different order to those of an adult who is 
improving or modifying an existing idea, which again may 
have little in common with the discoveries of a scientist or 
inventor. And yet in each of these cases the product may be 
unique and useful and therefore qualify for the label 
creative. Likewise imagery may range from simple and 
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concrete to abstract and broad scope and thus, also relate 
to the maturity and developmental level of the imager. A 
movement from lower to higher level operations involves 
hierarchical integration, the processes which serve the 
lower become subservient to the needs of the higher. 
V. Ainsworth-Land suggests that moving from one stage to 
another developmentally involves incorporation and evolution 
rather than clear, separate movements, such as we might see 
in a person crossing a stream by walking on stepping stones. 
We do not move to the next and leave the last stage behind 
as in this process but rather, "we take with us the 
acquirements of the earlier and use most of them, 
transforming them to meet our enlarged problems" (Bartlett, 
1927). Thus, from this perspective, the functions of 
imagery are seen as much broader than may have been 
suggested in earlier arguments. Depending on the person s 
stage of development and the needs that go with this, 
imagery can be an adjunct to early learning, can be an aid 
to modification of an earlier idea or can be a bridge to a 
higher level synthesis. 
Creativity can also be conceived of as a developmental 
process, an ordered step-wise progression. For example, G. 
Ainsworth-Land (Land, 1973; Land & Kenneally, 1977) proposed 
four stages or levels of creativity, specifically 
highlighting personal involvement in products at each level. 
His four stages can be summarized by the terms formative, 
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normative, integrative and transformative. The integrative 
contribution of the V. Ainsworth-Land (1982) paper is the 
linking of this set of developmental stages in creativity 
with one concerning imagery. V. Ainsworth-Land's schema for 
representing this is reproduced as Table 1 and it can be 
seen that it involves separate but related consideration of 
self-involvement, product and processes as applied to 
creativity. The key to this conceptualization lies in the 
fact that both imagery and creativity are products of the 
person and reflect degrees of personal involvement. 
First order imaging/creativity occurs without conscious 
awareness and arises out of necessity. The need for 
invention or discovery derives from particular problems 
related to safety or survival. Second order 
imaging/creativity is much more under conscious control and 
is linked with needs for ego enhancement, for modifying and 
extending one s own ideas, behaviors and concepts. Third 
order imaging/creativity becomes necessary when improvements 
and additions no longer work - when it becomes necessary to 
leave the security of feeling in control of the process in 
the interests of discovering or creating something new. It 
may be an uncomfortable process and requires a good deal of 
personal commitment and an ego that is built up 
sufficiently that one can tear it down to create an expanded 
perception through reintegration." (V. Ainsworth-Land, 1982, 
p.15). Earlier stages or mechanisms may be involved in the 
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process. For example, first order spontaneous imaging might 
be involved or guided imagery which is a goal directed 
process of the second order. Finally, fourth order 
imaging/creativity involves renunciation of imaging control, 
a willingness to endure feelings of disintegration which 
requires deep commitment and faith. "One's whole being 
comes into play with the conscious mind's reason and 
intuition, inner and outer subsumed into a kind of meta¬ 
consciousness." (V. Ainsworth-Land, 1982 , p. 1 7 ). "Imaging 
of the fourth order may have the sense of illuminating or 
experiencing mystic vision." (p.18). 
V. Ainsworth-Land goes on to suggest that use of the 
imaginal mind depends on beliefs and values and that the 
success of imaging and creativity training is less a matter 
of program than attitude. She quotes Hillman (1975) as 
saying, "It means bringing the imaginal perspective to all 
that we see. Thus everything is transformed into images of 
significance, and with that change, we view ourselves 
differently." 
Imagery and Creativity Training 
Training in imaging and creativity, V. Ainsworth-Land 
suggests, must start with perceptual awareness training. 
Beginning with deliberate focusing one can bring to mind 
memory images, can attempt to manipulate them, guide them 
and be more receptive to imagination images. She suggests 
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various techniques for imagery and creativity training at 
each of the four levels. 
First order techniques would concentrate on preparing a 
receptive state of mind. Suggestion would be used. The 
instructor would attempt to inspire confidence and raise 
levels of expectation. 
Second order techniques would be goal directed. They 
would include relaxation and breathing exercises, guided 
fantasies. The conscious mind would be used to control, 
manipulate and modify situations. Goals could include 
solving a particular problem, improving one's health, 
rehearsing for athletic or musical performance, improving 
self concept or reducing feelings of stress. 
Third order imaging and creativity requires a change of 
perception and results in innovation. Synectics (Gordon, 
1961) and other techniques which encourage playing with 
words, laws, concepts, and paradoxical metaphor could be 
useful. Third order has an intent and need to find a 
solution but there is no preconceived concept of the form or 
shape this solution will take. There is an interplay of 
opposites - self and non-self, known and unknown, subject 
and object - which must be brought together in dynamic unity 
by immediate, spontaneous interaction. Receptivity might be 
facilitated by music, movement, spontaneous writing, play, 
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painting, which tend to generate openness to emerging 
situations. 
Fourth order is the area of peak experience, of 
transformation, of transendence of normal boundaries. 
Fourth order imagery and creativity involves an abandonment 
of conscious striving, letting go, an opening to the 
spontaneous flow of arising thoughts and images. The 
motivation is a search for life's meaning, which demands 
commitment, persistence and absorption. The process of 
attainment is a way of life and at this point in our 
knowledge, cannot be reduced to a set of techniques. 
Organizational Growth and Development 
There has been a deal of speculation, theorizing and 
some empirical research applied to organizational creation, 
survival and growth. Some of this effort has gone into 
consideration of characteristics of the growth process 
itself, addressing such questions as: Do organizations 
achieve success by a process of steady growth? Is the 
growth more typically effected through oscillation (two 
steps forward and one back)? Or is the process more 
typically one involving periodic movements to distinctly 
different levels of operation? (More like ascending a 
staircase where some limited movement can take place in a 
horizontal direction on each tread but where major progress 
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is achieved through periodic movements in a vertical 
direction to higher level treads.) The underlying issue can 
be expressed as organizational development versus 
organizational transformation - steady growth versus a 
process involving radical change. Proponents of the 
periodic-major-change view write of life-cycle passages or 
metamorphosis, or occasionally, of evolutionary stages. 
"The major proposition advanced is that change in 
organizational structure is occasionally punctuated by 
abrupt, major transformations which sharply distinguish one 
period of organizational history from another." (Starbuck, 
1971, p.275). Thus, this class of theory holds that whereas 
development through any one stage can be smooth and gradual, 
change from one stage to the next is sharp and discrete. 
A mathematical analysis of data from ten manufacturing 
firms led Starbuck to conclude (1) that the metamorphic 
model of organizational growth provided the best fit to the 
data and (2) that "the structural-functional changes which 
are significant in the histories of these ten firms appear 
to be the resultants of both the managerial strategies 
pursued and the external problems to be solved." (Starbuck, 
1971, p.298). With little other empirical data to go by, 
Starbuck's study suggests that the metamorphic type 
explanation for organizational development and growth may 
provide a useful starting point and that, after that, it 
could be productive to focus more attention on externally 
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directed problems. 
There is, in fact, a range of organizational 
metamorphic/1ife—cyc1e models, and nine of these were 
reviewed by Quinn and Cameron (1983). These writers 
identified four common stages of development among the nine 
models: the entrepreneurial stage, the collectivity stage, 
the formalization and control stage, and the elaboration of 
structure stage. The authors say that in mature 
organizations change occurs metamorphica 11 y and 
unpredictably. They also observe that under turbulent 
environmental conditions some groups revert to earlier 
stages of development and that organizations are prone to 
pursue strategies that were effective in the past and that 
may be inappropriate and ineffective in present (later) 
stages of development. 
One of the models reviewed by Quinn and Cameron, that 
of Adizes (1979), is the only one that accounts for both 
maturing stages and declining stages. In Adizes' model 
progression from, one stage to the next occurs primarily by 
overcoming the major problems of successive stages (the 
stages are courtship, infant, go-go, adolescent, prime and 
maturity). "Organizational decline occurs primarily because 
of an overemphasis on stability, administration and rules 
and procedures." (Quinn & Cameron, 1983, p.39). In this 
connection it is interesting that the authors see Adizes' 
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adolescent, prime and mature organizational stages as all 
being in the formalization and control stage (i.e. the third 
of their four stages). 
In a review of the research literature on 
organizational growth and development Starbuck (1971, 
Chap.l) found that failure and age of the organization 
appear to have a U-shaped relationship; the chance of 
organizational death is very high at first, declines with 
increasing age until age 55 years, after which it increases 
again. He also concluded that the larger organizations 
(i.e. those that had survived and grown) tend to be older 
than small organizations and that this time enabled them to 
accumulate more knowledge and expertise about the problems 
they are likely to encounter. In contrast, new and untried 
management was much more likely to lack this experience- 
based skill and, as a result, more often ran their 
organizations into difficulties, including financial 
deficits. 
A further useful model, that of G. Ainsworth-Land 
(Land, 1973), applies the metaphor of evolutionary biology 
to all human growth and postulates that all life forms 
(including organizations) constantly have to deal with the 
polarities of order and disorder, and in so doing typically 
follow a developmental process aimed at transformation. He 
too distinguished four stages - formative, normative, f , 
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integrative, and transformative, and with the transformation 
the process begins a new cycle. It would appear that most 
of the models reviewed by Quinn and Cameron focus heavily on 
the first two of Ainsworth-Land's stages. His 1973 book was 
titled Grow or Die and, picking up Adizes' analysis, it 
would seem that organizations that cannot make the 
transition from G. Ainsworth-Land's stage two to stage three 
are likely to decline and, sooner or later, die. 
Adizes' basic metaphor is also a natural one: the law 
of nature that all things tend to grow and then decline, to 
follow a lifecycle comprised of stages of birth, growth, 
maturity, old age and death. He argued that typical 
patterns of behavior emerge at the transition points between 
stages. "As the organization passes from one phase in its 
life to the next, different roles are emphasized and the 
different role combinations that result produce different 
organizational behavior." (Adizes, 1979, p.4). Also, like 
G. Ainsworth-Land, Adizes argued that organizational decline 
can be prevented or, if necessary, can be arrested and that 
the mature organization can be rejuvenated. Indeed, he 
suggested specific treatments for organizations at each 
life-cycle stage in order to lessen the likelihood of 
premature aging and decline. In a summary statement he 
linked problems, treatments and developmental stages as 
follows: 
"The model enables an organization to foresee the 
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problems it will face as it grows over time. 
Furthermore, it provides tools for prescribing effective 
organizational treatments - organizational therapy and 
surgery. it is a contingency model in that it presents 
a framework for prescribing treatments most likely to be 
effective depending on the life-cycle stage of the 
organization." (Adizes, 1979, p.25). 
The Ainsworth—Land and Adizes models seem complementary 
and offer consultants and others concerned with 
organizational development and transformation very useful 
possibilities for conceptualizing and understanding the 
process of change. As a forerunner to this, several 
organizational life-cycle stages or transition points 
appear capable of identification in broad and yet 
distinguishable terms (See Figure 1). 
Towards a Taxonomy of Organization Problems 
One conclusion that emerges from this review is that 
organizational development is closely related to solving the 
problems that confront the organization at its particular 
life-cycle stage. Or, put slightly differently, progression 
from one stage to the next occurs primarily by overcoming 
the major problems of successive stages (Adizes, 1979). 
Overcoming problems at certain key transition points seems 
to be especially important. 
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Stage 
Figure 1 
1 Formative Problems 
: Major Organizational Life-cycle Stage Problems 
(After G. Ainsworth-Land and I. Adizes) 
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Perhaps a parallel can be found in the Freudian theory 
of psychosexual development as it applies to the individual. 
Freud postulated that for normal, healthy growth - 
actualization of potential - the individual had to learn to 
deal with conflicts typical of each stage of development and 
that failure to do so would result in fixation or an 
unending repetition of behavior typical of that stage. We 
don't have to go far to find organizations that are 
operating at much less than full efficiency and we could say 
that like the neurotic individual these organizations are 
stuck at a point and will go on in this mode, perhaps 
indefinitely, unless they can somehow acquire the kind of 
therapeutic help they need. The needed therapy may be hard 
to specify precisely, it will depend on the individual case, 
but certainly it will involve and change the ways 
organizations think about themselves and their environments. 
So, while from the outside, organizational development 
may appear to be a smooth and continuous process, it is 
being suggested that a look beneath the surface will show 
that change results from the tackling and solving of 
problems which are of varying kinds and occur at frequent 
but irregular intervals. The organization is constantly 
having to come to grips with survival issues (e.g. those 
relating to the gaining and keeping of resources and 
contracts), control issues (those aimed at leveling out the 
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flow, maximizing use of resources), planning and development 
issues (those aimed at adapting, synthesizing, building) and 
long term issues of meaning and vision. 
A problem is an incomplete situation where certain 
elements are known but others must be found. Problems 
contain two elements, a stated or implied objective and an 
obstacle preventing its achievement (Jackson, 1975). As far 
as is known there is no recognized and agreed upon taxonomy 
of problems experienced by organizations but, for 
illustrative purposes at least, we can begin to construct 
one. One possibility is to distinguish four main classes or 
types of problems and to arrange them in a hierarchy as 
follows: 
Problems can occur at any moment in the life of an 
organization: someone may call in sick, a machine may break 
down, a client may cancel an order, a snow storm may cause a 
meeting to be postponed, or a supplier may be out of stock 
and unable to supply an important component. Such largely 
unpredictable and unavoidable happenings are commonplace and 
for present purposes might be referred to as Type One 
problems. 
With increase in the size of the organization the 
occurrence of many Type One problems may lead to concern 
that too much energy is being expended on coping with these 
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ad hoc issues and that perhaps some codified policies and 
procedures might assist. Thus, at a second level there are 
Problems to do with rational planning of budgets, materials 
acquisition and work flow, of recruitment, training and 
motivation of employees, of ensuring that mechanisms are in 
place for dealing with labor-management problems and public 
relations. This second class of problems having to do with 
establishing and maintaining order, control and efficiency 
might be called Type Two problems. 
Then there are problems which require the generation of 
new and novel solutions: how to respond to a newly 
identified market need by generating a new product or by 
synthesizing two or more existing machines or processes to 
form a new one that is significantly different or better 
than those already existing; designing a new process that 
shortens the production cycle, or establishing a whole new 
and revolutionary personnel or communications system. The 
solution to these problems (Type Three problems) cannot be 
found by rationality alone, they require synthesis, creative 
reformulation and inventiveness that moves them into a new 
class. 
A fourth kind of problem is on a completely higher 
level - is system wide and on the level of meta theory. Is 
there some whole new way of being in the world? Can the 
organization be conceived of in terms of a new paradigm 
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organization be conceived of in terms of a new paradigm 
which somehow transforms its whole reason for existence and 
its essential nature? This kind of problem could be 
referred to as a Type Four organizational problem. 
As can be seen from Table 2, the system which emerges 
when we array problems in this fashion is one that 
approximately parallels Ainsworth-Land's developmental 
conceptualization of the change process. It should be noted 
that while the case has been made in the broadest of terms - 
the organization acting as a unified whole - the model is 
equally capable of application within a view based on 
internal developmental diversity (Shallcross, 1981). The 
unitary view has been taken only in the interests of 
simplifying the argument. 
Summary and Conclusions 
The evidence is somewhat mixed but taken over all it 
suggests that imagery is a useful tool for creatively 
reorganizing information. Imagery and verbal language 
systems work together to affect the mental operations and 
problem solving processes of humans, with imagery providing 
certain novel and individualistic elements. 
V. Ainsworth-Land has put forward a schema which argues 
f creativity which are related to the for different orders o 
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maturity and developmental level of the imager. As the 
person matures he or she gains more and more imagery tools 
and with these becomes better equipped for movement to 
higher levels of creativity. Her paper included suggestions 
for imagery and creativity training at each of four levels 
in order, ultimately, to achieve personal transformation. 
The data on organizational development suggest that, 
typically, growth takes place in periodically occuring 
sudden spurts. Certain stages can be identified and 
progression from one stage to the next occurs primarily by 
overcoming the major problems of successive stages. Making 
it through the transition points between stages seems to be 
crucial for realization of organization potential, 
organization transformation. Based on this line of thinking 
a four class taxonomy of problems experienced by 
organizations at the different stages of their development 
has been suggested. If the Ainsworth-Land conceptualization 
of imagery systematically aiding creative problem solving 
holds good it could be expected that different orders of 
imagery would assist in solving the problems of 
organizations at different stages of their development. 
A brief statement of the emerging schema would be that 
a four stage developmental model can be applied to 
organization growth and change, that this development occurs 
as a result of the organization successfully dealing with 
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the problems of each of these four stages and that at each 
of these stages an appropriate order of imagery can be 
invoked to assist in the problem solving process. The 
conceptual model is elegant and has the appearance of being 
useful. Its apparent potential as a practical tool for 
managements and consultants involved in the OD/OT process 
suggests it is deserving of some research effort. This 
effort could take many forms but basically would be directed 
to investigating whether the linkages between imagery, 
problem solving and organizational change occur as 
predicated by the theory. 
An appealing line of research would be to investigate 
the practices of consultants who use imagery in their work 
with organizations. Consultants may or may not think of 
what they are doing in life-cycle theory terms but they 
could be expected to be clear about their own practices 
concerning the use of imagery and when and under what 
circumstances they vary these. By asking consultants for 
examples of their practices in particular situations it 
should be possible to discover whether there are differences 
which operate systematically according to broadly 
distinguishable differences in organizational development 
stages. The literature would suggest that spontaneous 
imagery and possibly imagination imagery would aid the 
solving of formative problems; that other induced thought 
would aid normative problem solving (the search for imagery 
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regulation, procedures, control systems, efficiency); and 
that imagination imagery would again come into play as an 
aid to making the transition from normative to 
integrative/transformative. The rejuvenation of a 
stagnating organization would also involve transition from 
normative to creative type thinking and the expectation 
would be that this would be aided by teaching/learning freer 
kinds of thought processes including imagination imagery and 
fantasy. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD 
Rationale for the Study 
So little has been published on the use of imagery in 
problem solving aimed at organization development that the 
researcher had a hard time knowing where to start. Initial 
problems included locating organizations where imagery was 
used and organization development personnel who used it. 
The literature had confirmed the general impression that 
there were people "out there" who included imagery in their 
work but there was little beyond that to go on. This very 
fact provided the starting point: the first aim of the study 
became to find out something of the people who used imagery, 
the kinds of situations in which it was used and whether it 
was widely used in organizations. Stated a little 
differently, the initial decision was to conduct a survey 
rather than one or more case studies or laboratory 
experiments. And as the aim was breadth of coverage it was 
decided to direct the study to organization consultants, 
especially those operating as external consultants, rather 
than to a sample of organizations. Consultants were thought 
likely to provide access to a large array of organizations 
in a relatively short time. This would enable a base to be 
established on which further studies might be built. 
4? 
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In addition to learning something of the extent of 
imagery use in organization development a further aim was to 
study the practices of users to see whether by design or 
otherwise, they fell into some pattern. In the light of the 
literature review it appeared as though the systematic 
variation of imagery by type, based on developmental 
considerations, -offered useful possibilities for 
practitioners and it was planned to investigate whether this 
or some other model was being used. 
One possibility was that the use of imagery had been 
introduced for no better reason than that it seemed a good 
idea. Perhaps others were known to be using imagery and it 
was thought wise to be keeping up with the Jones's. 
Practices sometimes go through cycles of fashion and perhaps 
imagery was into a cycle right now. There is nothing wrong 
with fashions provided they are effective. A major concern 
of the study was to examine the effectiveness of imagery as 
an organizational problem solving technique, and in 
particular to see if it were more effective if used in 
accordance with the developmental model. 
So, in brief, the study aimed to be (a) a survey of 
imagery practice and (b) a trial application of the 
Ainsworth-Land imagery/development model. 
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Research Questions 
Research questions addressed were: 
1. Among consultants who use imagery in organizational 
development work how many use thought imagery only, how many 
use imagination imagery only, and how many use both? 
2. How do consultants who employ both thought imagery 
and imagination imagery as problem solving tools decide what 
type to use for a given problem? Do they base their 
decisions on the organization's life-cycle stage? If not, 
what variable(s) do they consider? 
3. To what extent are the decisions consultants make 
regarding the type of imagery to use consistent with the 
Ainsworth-Land conceptual model? 
4. To what extent are evaluations of consultants of 
their experiences with imagery as a problem solving tool 
consistent with this prescriptive model? 
Some specific hypotheses were developed relating to 
research questions 3 and 4, and these will be referred to in 
a later section. 
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Procedures 
Sampling 
Initially, lists containing perhaps a thousand names 
and addresses were obtained from several sources, the 1984 
OT Symposium, the OT Network (Boston), NTL membership list, 
and some others. These were gone through by individuals 
personally familiar with them and a culling was made based 
on their knowledge and impressions. As a result of this 
exercise a letter (Appendix A) was sent to 300 people who 
were thought likely to be using imagery in consulting work 
with organizations. The letter told recipients a little of 
the study and invited them to return a stamped, self 
addressed card (Appendix B) if they used imagery in 
consulting work and were willing to participate. 
At the same time some publicity for the survey was 
obtained by means of a paragraph inserted in the OT Network 
newsletter and also by distributing the same material by 
computer network. 
A pilot survey of five consultants had indicated that a 
significant segment of their work consisted of conducting 
management training seminars and workshops with groups drawn 
from across a number of organizations. It appeared that 
some consultants performed only this kind of work, while 
others performed organization consulting work only, and yet 
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a third group performed a mixture of these two types of 
activities. Because the aim was to study the use of imagery 
in solving organizational problems, as distinct from 
individual problems, the survey card asked people to 
indicate in which kinds of activities they used imagery. 
This information provided a further basis of selection. 
Most of those who returned the cards checked that they used 
imagery in both management training and organization 
consulting and a few checked that they used imagery in 
organization consulting only. Those who used it in 
management training only were not included in the sample. 
The sample was further reduced by withdrawals that 
occured later, and, more drastically, by inability to make 
contact with many of those who returned the cards and 
provided phone numbers for further contact purposes. 
Instruments 
A detailed and rather lengthy questionnaire was 
prepared and sent to a pilot sample of five consultants for 
testing and comment. Three things happened as a result of 
this exercise. Firstly, some of the key items were modified 
slightly; secondly some of the items were eliminated as the 
questionnaire was perceived to be too long and some of the 
items were either not answered or were answered only to a 
minimum extent and with reluctance. The third modification 
was that the questionnaire as such, was scrapped and the 
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data gathering method was changed to one which relied 
heavily on telephone interviews. The consultants in the 
pilot group said that they much preferred to talk to someone 
on the phone and that they were averse to completing lengthy 
questionnaires. It was not known how typical they were of 
the consultants in the sample but their point was taken. 
From this point on two instruments were used. The 
first was a set of guidelines (Appendix C) which was mailed 
to each member of the sample. These guidelines reminded 
people that the focus of the study was work done within the 
context of single organizations rather than management 
training with groups from a number of organizations. They 
also contained definitions and examples of Thought imagery 
and Imagination imagery. Section three presented four short 
cases and advised that when the researcher called he would 
be asking them to imagine that they had been called in to 
help with each of the problems presented and had decided to 
use imagery in this work. They would be asked to describe 
the kind of imagery task they might use in each case. 
Finally, they were advised that the researcher would be 
asking them to supply details of their most successful and 
least successful cases involving imagery work. He would be 
asking them to describe what they had done in each case and 
also, to provide background information concerning the 
presenting problem. 
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The four cases presented were as follows: 
Case 1 
This organization sees itself as needing help in 
obtaining commitment, operationalizing creative ideas, and 
help in bringing its concepts and visions to realization. 
Case 2 
This organization is seeking help in setting up 
systems, policies, procedures, together with training 
programs aimed at skills building and efficiency building. 
It is wanting to move towards more effective controls. 
Case 3 
This organization has well established systems, 
policies and programs and wants to retain these. At the 
same time it wants to achieve a more open way of operating. 
It is looking for help in achieving greater flexibility and 
creativity. 
Case 4 
This organization feels that it is stuck, that it is 
stagnating or possibly even beginning to go down hill. 
Lately it seems to have lost some of its earlier vigor. It 
is seeking help in formulating strategies and beginning 
moves towards enlivenment and rejuvenation. 
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The telephone interviews were crucial to the whole 
exercise and these were conducted with the aid of an 
interview guide. Following the normal preliminaries and 
courtesies, each person was asked: 
In the notes sent you I made a distinction between 
Thought imagery and Imagination imagery, is this a 
distinction that you make? Or, if you don't make this 
distinction, do you make any other distinction? (Which?) 
How do you decide which type of imagery task to use in 
a particular organizational situation? 
The four cases: Describe an imagery task you might use 
in Case 1. (And likewise for Cases 2,3, and 4). 
Most successful case: What was the nature of the 
presenting problem? What was the imagery task that you 
used? (And the same for the least successful case). 
Personal data: It was noted whether the person was 
male or female. They were then asked, What is your highest 
educational degree, year earned, and field of study? 
Do you consult full or part time? Do you work mainly as an 
Internal or External consultant? How many years consulting 
experience have you had? How many years have you been using 
imagery in this work? What led you to start using it? Do 
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you have a particular theory or conceptual model that guides 
your use of imagery? If so, what theory? Can you supply me 
with a reference to this? 
Prompt questions were used as necessary: such things as 
Can you give me a specific example of that? I'm not clear. 
Exactly what did you do? Can you flesh that out a little? 
And so on. The interview ended with a statement that the 
researcher would be sending the person a report of the study 
in a couple of months time, and of course an expression of 
thanks. 
Data Analysis 
Detailed notes were made of each interview and in 
addition most of them were recorded. Responses to the 
questions were generally full and to the point and provided 
ample material for analysis,. The study was small enough and, 
for the most part, data were of a kind that allowed of full 
presentation and therefore, of a qualitatively rich picture 
being built up. Descriptive statistics were employed in 
forming a profile of the sample. 
For purposes of the study reponses to the Four Cases 
and Most/Least Successful Cases questions had to be coded. 
The coding was done by a panel of four graduate students all 
of whom were familiar with the underlying theoretical models 
and concepts. All responses were presented to them in the 
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form of a continuous list, and after instructions and 
practice each was classified by them using a three category 
sort. The classification was done independently and then as 
a second step, any variations were discussed until consensus 
was arrived at. The three categories used were: 
(1) Cognitive. The response would most likely result 
in rational thought (or possibly spontaneous imagery). 
Typically the response would suggest a listing of 
possibilities for consideration. 
(2) Thought imagery. Other elements may be present but 
there is a high chance that the response would stimulate 
thought imagery. This is Ainsworth-Land's second order 
imagery, guided imagery that is goal directed and aimed at 
or likely to result in modification or extension of ideas. 
(3) Imagination imagery. Responses of this type might 
include cognitive and thought imagery components but go 
beyond these. This is Ainsworth-Land's third order imagery. 
It involves playing with words and paradoxes and is aimed at 
or likely to result in discovering or creating something 
new. 
Figure 2 summarizes this classification system and 
illustrates its hierarchical properties, i.e. a response 
classified as Imagination imagery could include thought 
imagery and cognitive response elements, and a response 
classified as Thought imagery could include cognitive 
response elements. 
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Imagination Imagery 3rd Order Imaqery 
Thought Imagery 
P 1 ay i ng w i th w ord s and 
paradoxes 
Discovering or creating 
something new 
2nd Order Imaqery 
Guided imagery 
Goal directed 
Modifying or extending ideas 
Cognitive Response 1st Order Imaqery 
Spontaneous 
Richardson Imagery V. Ainsworth-Land 
Categories Categories 
Figure 2: Hierarchical Imagery Classification System 
(After A. Richardson and V. Ainsworth-Land) 
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The hierarchical nature of the classification system is 
illustrated in the following three responses to Case 3. The 
first, classified as a Type 3 response, illustrates the 
incorporation of cognitive and thought imagery elements in 
an imagination imagery response. The second, classified as 
Type 2, incorporates cognitive elements in a thought imagery 
response, and the third is an example of a cognitive 
response. 
Example 1: Type 3' (Imagination imagery) 
"Get in a group and think about all the skills that are 
present, think about all the people that are around, 
think of the capital equipment we've got, the 
resources: What else might we do with this 
organization? Think of ten different things that we 
might do with this organization and collection of 
people - just wild stuff. Could we turn it into a 
popsical factory? Let's pretend - let's pretend that 
we could magically have this organization do anything - 
What would it be?" 
Example 2: Type 2 (Thought imagery) 
"Imagine a time when you were in a group, that you felt 
creative, inspired, committed and part of it and felt 
like the group was really accomplishing something. 
Describe the conditions operating. Then look at what 
needs to be present to allow these creative ideas to 
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flow." 
Example 3: Type 1 (Cognitive response) 
"My inclination would be to use some sort of input 
feedback methodology rather than imagery, probably a 
reasonably straight forward action research or survey 
feedback methodology. How are things now? How should 
things be in these areas, in your estimation?, and then 
feeding that back to the group." 
After the initial practice session and discussion of 
the underlying concepts the panel had little difficulty in 
achieving consensus in their classifications of responses. 
A greater difficulty was that the respondents had sometimes 
chosen to talk about what they would do in words that were 
cognitive in tone and consequently, it was sometimes hard to 
be sure that what they said was what they might say in the 
actual organization situation. Given that the cases 
represented simulated and not actual situations some such 
shortcoming was probably inevitable. 
Data obtained as a result of the coding were subjected 
to statistical analysis using the non-parametric Chi-square 
test. The four cases presented were designed to portray 
organization problems at different points in the 
organization life-cycle: Case 1 was an organization barely 
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out of the formative stage and could be thought of as 
representing an early Stage 2 problem, Case 2 was an 
organization with a normative problem and represented a mid 
Stage 2 problem, and Cases 3 and 4 were both faced with 
transitional problems. Case 3 was in Stage 2 of development 
but seemed ready for movement to Stage 3 (the integrative 
stage) and Case 4 appeared to have made it to Stage 3, 
slipped back to Stage 2 and was now trying to regain Stage 
3. The four cases were chosen to match the life-cycle 
positions shown in Figure 1. According to the model, 
thought imagery responses would be appropriate in Case 2 
whereas imagination imagery responses would be appropriate 
in Cases 3 and 4. In terms of the model there is some 
ambiguity with respect to Case 1 but on balance, thought 
imagery would probably be the appropriate response. 
Reported practice was tested for fit with these 
expectations. 
For practices to fit the Ainsworth-Land schema the 
hypothesis would be: 
®“ When responding to Cases 1 and 2 
consultants would use second order (thought) imagery whereas 
when responding to Cases 3 and 4 they would use third order 
(imagination) imagery. 
The addressing of research question 4 was done using 
the most and least successful cases material and required 
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two kinds of classification. First, it was necessary to 
classify the kinds of imagery tasks used in terms of the 
three categories referred to previously, and second, it was 
necessary to decide on the basis of the information 
supplied, the developmental stage of the organizational 
problem described in each case. Problem situations were 
classified as normative when they seemed primarily concerned 
with consolidation, team building, efficiency improvement, 
regulation or priority setting, whereas, they were 
classified as transformative when they seemed primarily 
concerned with transition, major reorganization, shifts in 
the culture, dramatic shifts in point of view, or the need 
to create something new. Hypotheses to be tested were: 
Hypothesis 2 - When dealing with normative organization 
problems, consultants will report more successes and fewer 
failures when using thought imagery than when using 
imagination imagery. 
Hypothesis_3 - When dealing with integrative or 
transformative organization problems, consultants will 
report more successes and fewer failures when using 
imagination imagery than when using thought imagery. 
For the data taken collectively the hypothesis would 
be: 
Hypothesis 4 - When dealing with organization problems, 
consultants will report more successes and fewer failures 
when using imagery consistently with the model than when 
using imagery inconsistently with the model. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The Sampie 
Thirty six people were interviewed in the study and of 
these, 24 reported currently working as external consultants 
and 12 as internal consultants; 31 full time and 5 part time 
(in conjunction with teaching or management positions); 14 
were women and 22 were men. Many of the externals had 
previously worked as internal consultants and length of 
experience in external consulting varied widely from less 
than one year to more than 25 years (mean 10 years). The 
length of time these consultants had been using imagery in 
their work ranged from less than a year to more than 20 
years (mean 6 years). Educational qualifications ranged from 
PhD or EdD (10) to Master's degrees (21) to Bachelor's 
degrees or High School Diploma (5). Ten of those with 
Master's degrees were MBA's, three held MEd degrees and 
others ranged over Electrical Engineering, Fine Arts, Social 
Work, Creative Studies, and Photography. The distribution 
by State was Massachusetts (8), California (4), Maryland 
(4), Virginia (3), Vermont (2), New Hampshire (2), New York 
(2), Ohio (2), Pennsylvania (2), New Jersey (1), Connecticut 
(1), Louisiana (1), Texas (1), Oregon (1), Washington (1) 
and Michigan (1). 
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It is not known whether this is a representative sample 
of consultants in general or of consultants who use imagery 
m their work in particular. The distribution by State was 
somewhat biased in favor of Massachusetts and the north east 
generally but, as can be seen, the spread was over 16 
States. No other biases were obvious and the sample was 
large enough to allow for statistical testing of the study's 
hypotheses, as well as for the detection of any broad 
trends. 
Research Question 1 
Research Question 1 asked: Among consultants who use 
imagery in organizational development how many use Thought 
imagery only, how many use Imagination imagery only, and how 
many use both? 
Table 3 provides a partial answer to this question. 
This shows the distribution of responses to the 4-Cases 
material for the particular sample studied and indicates 
that most of these consultants used a mixture of thought and 
imagination imagery, a sizeable number used thought imagery 
only (or thought imagery in conjunction with cognitive 
responses) and a few used only imagination imagery. 
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Table 3 
Ratings of Consultants" Responses to the 4-Cases 
Material by Imagery Category 
N % 
Thought imagery only 
(or mixture of thought 
imagery and cognitive 
responses) 12 35.29 
Imagination imagery 
only 3 8.82 
Thought imagery and 
Imagination imagery 19 55.89 
34 100.00 
Another set of data needs to be looked at in 
conjunction with this one however, and that is the one 
derived from replies to the question: Is this a distinction 
that you make? (That is, do these consultants distinguish 
between thought and imagination imagery.) All but three of 
the 36 consultants in this sample said that they did not 
make this distinction. (Interestingly, two of the three who 
made this distinction did so in Neurolinguistic Programming 
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(NLP) terms, saying that the NLP distinction between 
remembered and constructed images is important because the 
two forms of image are processed differently by the brain.) 
Most said that the distinction made some sense and some even 
went so far as to say that it might be helpful, but against 
this, some were quite strong in their rejection of it, 
saying that the distinction was inappropriate, unhelpful or 
poorly conceived. Whatever its merits or demerits the fact 
is that most of these consultants did not make this 
distinction within the context of their work. 
So, while examples of imagery work could be judged to 
be thought imagery or imagination imagery, this Richardson- 
Ainsworth-Land type distinction is not one the consultants 
themselves use. Which leads to the further questions: Did 
the consultants themselves make any distinction between 
kinds of imagery and if so, what were these distinctions? 
Most of the respondents (26 or 72 percent) said they 
did not make any distinctions between types of imagery. For 
those who said they did, some of the distinctions appeared 
to be variations on the thought/imagination distinction. 
For example, one consultant said, "I distinguish between 
fantasy and reality based imagery.", while another said, "A 
major distinction would be whether there is history to link 
into or whether I have to create some." Although expressed 
slightly differently from person to person, the following 
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three kinds of distinctions were each made by two or three 
people: 
fantasy vs. reality based imagery 
future ideal vs. history (or recall) 
visual vs. auditory, kinesthetic, etc. 
Summary: 
In summary then, consultants in this study were found 
to use imagery work which could be conceptualized as thought 
imagery and imagination imagery (or, second and third order 
imagery) but which was not perceived by themselves as 
belonging in these categories. Most (55.89%) were judged to 
have made use of both thought and imagination imagery in the 
4-cases task in the study; 12 ( 35.29%) were judged to have 
used thought imagery only, and 3 (8.82%) were judged to have 
used imagination imagery only. 
Research Question 2 
Research Question 2 asked: How do consultants who 
employ both thought imagery and imagination imagery as 
problem solving tools decide what type to use for a given 
problem? Do they base their decisions on the organization s 
^ife — cycle stage? If not, what variable(s) do they 
consider? 
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This question has become virtually meaningless given 
the answer to Research Question 1 that, for the most part, 
consultants in the study did not make any distinctions in 
type of imagery let alone the thought/imagination 
distinction that the question presupposes. However, bearing 
in mind the larger aim of the study, to explore imagery 
practices as employed by organization consultants, the 
question can be broadened to one of how do consultants 
decide what imagery work to do in a particular case. Two of 
the interviewer's questions related directly to this: How do 
you decide which type of imagery task to use in a particular 
organizational situation? and, Do you have a particular 
theory or conceptual model that guides your use of imagery? 
Answers to these questions are summarized in this section. 
The How-do-you-decide question was frequently answered 
in terms of what it was the consultant wanted to achieve, 
i.e. what he or she believed imagery was capable of doing. 
In total 47 answers were given to this question (several 
people gave more than one) and the scope of these is 
indicated in Table 4. 
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Table 4 
A Classification of Basis for Choosing 
Imagery in Particular Organizational Situations 
N % 
A Intuitive reading of group 
and/or situation 9 19.15 
B Desire to meet clients' 
needs 3 6.38 
C Belief in the power of 
imagery to facilitate: 
(i) wholistic cognitive 
functioning 6 | (12.77) 
(ii) unblocking or freeing 
people from stuckness 10 | (21.28) 
(iii) accessing of skills 
and experience 4 | (8.51) 
(iv) planning and 
envisioning of the future 10 | (21.28) 
(v) creative problem 
solving 5 | (10.64) 
35 74.48 
47 100.00 
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As can be seen, none of the respondents articulated an 
approach based on organization life-cycle considerations. 
The nearest any of them came to this was that of the nine 
who indicated that their choice was based on intuition, 
three provided clues that organization considerations might 
enter into their choices. Their statements were: 
Respondent 2 - "No formal rules. Depends on the 
Particular situation. I put myself in the situation and 
intuitively see what is happening." 
Respondent 8 - "I am responsive to my own reading of the 
group." 
Respondent 20 - "I look at what has to be done, and I 
look at the environment I'm going to have to work in, 
and then I try to select some processes that fit within 
the needs of the situation and my perspective of what's 
going on." 
These statements were all ambiguous at best and do little to 
support any notion that developmental level of the group was 
a factor in the choice of imagery to use. 
As for having a theory or conceptual model that guided 
their use of imagery, of the 36 respondents nine said they 
had none, five had personal theories which seemed rather 
broad and vague (e.g. Respondent 5 - "I think I really 
believe that people can get closer to their true potential 
via their images and their imagination than by oral or 
written means. Maybe if we start from the image and work 
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back we can help people reach their potential.") Six had 
personal theories or models which had been much more fully 
worked through (i.e. published or prepared for publication) 
and the remaining 16 said they used a variety of other 
models. Five of the 16 indicated that they were eclectic in 
irritation whereas the other 11 mentioned one theoretical 
model only. Altogether, about a dozen models were 
mentioned: NLP, DMA, Left brain/Right brain, CPSI model of 
creativity, Innovation Associates' structural tension model, 
Meditation, Systems theory, Psychosynthesis , Gestalt 
therapy, Synectics, Holographic theory, and Transactional 
Analysis. 
Summary: 
The consultants in this study, taken as a group, were 
found to have only a fairly loose rationale for their use of 
imagery in OD work. They used imagery because they 
intuitively sensed that it was a useful thing to do in a 
particular situation or because their experience told them 
that it was likely to facilitate a shift in thinking which 
they judged to be needed in the strategic planning or 
problem solving work in which they were engaged. Theory 
seemed to play only a small part in guiding their imagery 
work and, for the most part, the theories they drew from 
focused on intrapersonal factors and explanations; only a 
few had a focus which was interpersonal or system wide. 
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nesearch Question 3 
Researca Question 3 asked: To what extent are the 
decisions consultants make regarding the type of imagery to 
use consistent with the Ainsworth-Land conceptual model? 
This question was answered by analysis of the 4-Cases 
response data which had been classified as cognitive, 
thought imagery or imagination imagery. Table 5 shows the 
distribution of responses by case and class of imagery. 
Hypothesis 1 stated that for consistency with the Ainsworth- 
Land model consultants would use second order (thought) 
imagery when responding to Cases 1 and 2 whereas they would 
use third order (imagination) imagery when responding to 
Cases 3 and 4. 
For cases 1 and 2 combined 41 of 68 responses were 
consistent with the prediction of Thought imagery while for 
Cases 3 and 4 combined 21 of 68 responses were consistent 
with the prediction of Imagination imagery. Chi-square was 
calculated from the data in Table 5 after collapsing rows 1 
and 2, 3 and 4 and omitting column 1, cognitive responses. 
The Chi-square value for the fit of observed and expected 
data was .745 which with ldf is not significant. The 
observed relationship between the cases and types of imagery 
is probably due to chance. The findings are inconsistent 
with the hypothesis. 
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Table 5 
Distribution of Consultants' Responses to Each of Four 
Hypothetical Cases by Imagery Class 
Class of 
Response 
Cognitive 
(1st Order) 
Thought 
imagery 
(2nd Order) 
Imagination 
imagery 
(3rd order) 
N=136 
Case #1 1 22 11 34 
Case #2 8 19 7 34 
Case #3 8 17 9 34 
Case #4 5 17 12 34 
22 75 39 136 
As can be seen, the fit while fairly close for the 
Thought imagery prediction is not at all close for the 
Imagination imagery prediction. Thought imagery was used 
much more often than Imagination imagery in all four cases, 
in fact it was used in 55 percent of cases overall. 
/ 
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Summary 
The pattern of responses to the 4-Cases was 
inconsistent with the one expected if imagery practice were 
consistent with that suggested as appropriate by Ainsworth- 
Land. An unexpected main finding was that, with respect to 
all four of these hypothetical cases, the consultants in 
this sample had a tendency to use (or say they would use) 
imagery tasks which could best be described as Thought 
imagery. 
Research Question 4 
Research question 4 asked: To what extent are 
evaluations of consultants of their experiences with imagery 
as a problem solving tool consistent with the Ainsworth-Land 
prescriptive model? 
This question was answered by analysis of the 
Most/Least successful cases data which had been classified 
by two dimensions, thought/imagination imagery and 
normative/ transformative problem type. Not all the data 
sets were complete and in particular, data concerning least 
successful cases were often not supplied or were too 
generalized to allow of complete coding. Forty nine usable 
sets of data were obtained, 31 for most successful and 18 
for least successful cases. The distribution of imagery 
type used in cases classified as normative and as 
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transformative problems are given in Tables 6 and 7 
respectively. 
Table 6 
Imagery Type Used in Most and Least Successful Cases 
Classified as Normative Problems 
Thought 
imagery 
Imagination 
imagery 
N=25 
Most successful cases 13 1 14 
Least successful cases 7 4 11 
20 5 25 
Table 7 
Imagery Type Used in Most and Least Successful Cases 
Classified as Transformative Problems 
Thought Imagination N=2 4 
imagery imagery 
Most successful cases 2 15 17 
Least successful cases 6 1 7 
8 16 24 
These uatd were used to test Hypotheses 2 and 3. 
hypothesis—2 stated that when dealing with normative 
organization problems, consultants will' report more 
successes and fewer failures when using thought imagery than 
when using imagination imagery. As can be seen from Table 
6, the consultants in this sample certainly reported more 
successes in using thought imagery for normative problems 
but, contrary to the prediction, more of their failures were 
also in this category. The Chi-square value for the fit of 
observed and expected data was 3.287 which, with 1 df, is 
not significant (although it approaches significance at the 
0.05 level). The obtained results may have occured by 
chance. 
Hypothesis 3 stated that when dealing with integrative or 
transformative organization problems, consultants will 
report more successes and fewer failures when using 
imagination imagery than when using thought imagery. The 
data presented in Table 7 appear to be consistent with this 
prediction. In fact, the Chi-square value for the fit of 
observed and expected data was 1 2.202 which, with 1 df, is 
highly significant (.001 level). There is very little 
possibility that the closeness of the fit between the 
observed and predicted distributions would have occured by 
chance. 
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Hypothesis _4 stated that, when dealing with organization 
problems, consultants will report more successes and fewer 
failures when using imagery consistently with the Ainsworth- 
Land model than when using imagery inconsistently with the 
model. The data for testing this hypothesis are presented 
in Table 8. In total 78 per cent of case outcomes were 
consistent with the predictions of the model. The Chi- 
square value for the fit between the observed and predicted 
distributions was 7.907 which, with 1 df, is highly 
significant (.01 level) and is not likely to have occured by 
chance. 
Table 8 
Outcomes of Problem Solving Expressed as Consistency 
with the Ainsworth Land Prescriptive Model 
Consistent Inconsistent N=49 
with the with the 
model model 
Most successful cases 28 3 31 
Least successful cases 10 8 18 
38 11 49 
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Summary; 
Hypotheses 3 and 4 were supported by the data and the 
Chi-square value for Hypothesis 2 was barely short of 
significance. Thus, to a large degree, the obtained data 
were in line with the predictions made from the 
Ainsworth-Land model. Thought (or second order) imagery 
seems to have been effective in dealing with normative type 
problems and Imagination (third order) imagery seems to have 
been effective in dealing with transformative type problems. 
Overall, approximately 78 per cent of outcomes for the 49 
most and least successful cases reported by the consultants 
in this study were consistent with the predictions of the 
model. Particular note can be made of the fact that 4 of 
the 5 (80%) Imagination imagery interventions applied to 
Normative problems were unsuccessful as were 6 of 8 (75%) of 
Thought imagery interventions applied to Transformative 
problems. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
General Impressions 
In carrying out this study there have been many 
impressions, comments, fragments of information, which while 
hard to quantify and to fit within the structure of the 
report nevertheless seem to have a place in filling out the 
picture. Among the strongest impressions gained were three: 
the potency of imagery as a tool in organization consulting, 
the relative lack of theory or system in the imagery work 
of the respondents, and the almost complete lack of 
consideration of organizational development issues 
manifested by the consultants when deciding what imagery 
work to do. 
Imagery a Powerful Tool 
The researcher s belief in the potency and potential of 
imagery as a tool for use by organization consultants and 
managements was introduced early in this report. The study 
has done much to strengthen this belief however, and in 
particular many of the accounts of most successful cases 
were dramatic and highly impressive. Of course, imagery was 
not the beginning and the ending of the interventions 
reported but, given that people were describing cases where 
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it was seen to be an important piece of what they were 
doing, the changes in thinking, the solutions found to 
dilemmas and problems, provided a strong testament to the 
efficacy of imagery techniques within the context of 
consulting work. Perhaps the longest history of application 
has been in the field of psychotherapy, but in more recent 
times imagery has been applied with considerable success in 
the preparation and coaching of athletes (Suinn, 1983) and 
now this study has further demonstrated some of its 
potential applications in organizations. Some respondents 
to this survey described the impact they have been having on 
large groups of people, across communities, towns and 
cities, as well as across large corporations, while others 
have described the team building and problem solving work 
done with small groups or the insights generated within 
single individuals. The scope for imagery and visioning 
work seems hardly to have been realized and seems deserving 
of wider broadcast within management and consulting circles. 
It is interesting to speculate on why more has not been 
made of imagery work. Undoubtedly one factor has been 
because this kind of work is relatively new, but there seem 
to be other reasons besides. Perhaps in part, it has been 
because practitioners, almost as a breed, are disinclined to 
put their work into writing saying, often with a fair amount 
of justification, that they don't have time or, in some 
cases, the skills. But perhaps also, imagery isn t always 
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seen as a highly respectable thing to be doing and those who 
use it are sometimes a little reluctant to highlight this 
aspect of their practice. There were those in the study who 
had had their fingers burned on occasion when using imagery: 
some had been reported to superiors for "playing with our 
heads", one had been threatened with a suit by someone who 
accused him of hypnotizing her, and another had had a 
contract cancelled because two in a large group had reported 
to management that the consultant was doing "the Devil's 
work". There is no doubt that this kind of work sometimes 
arouses anxiety and defensiveness in those who find very 
threatening the possibility that they might somehow be led 
(the implication is, against their own wills) to think 
differently, and it doesn't require many encounters with 
people like this to bring about caution. In such 
circumstances consultants can be excused for not 
highlighting or advertising a possibly unacceptable service 
even though they know it to be potentially very effective. 
But imagery is starting to get a better press and to 
achieve wider acceptability. Some consultants are starting 
to highlight the development of vision and intuition in 
their programs and here and there publications are starting 
to appear (e.g. Kiefer & Stroh, 1984). Imagery is being 
presented for what it is, not hokus-pokus but a powerful 
behavioral science technology that is beginning to 
application and seems deserving of more. 
find wide 
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The Need for Theory and System 
At another level, the state of the art tends often to 
be poorly articulated and poorly understood even by those 
who practice and advocate it. In the course of this study it 
was striking how many when asked what had led them to start 
using imagery in their work said that they had experienced 
its power for themselves in the course of personal growth 
workshops or similar activities, others said that they had 
been introduced to it by other consultants or in some cases 
by mentors during courses of study. Experiential learning is 
fine but needs to be supported and extended by theory and 
model building. In this connection then, it was noticeable 
that only about four of those interviewed seemed able to 
name a book or article that had provided them with anything 
like a theoretical framework for what they were doing. And, 
as was detailed in an earlier section, most of the 
theoretical models that were used seemed to provide only 
fragmentary guidelines, it was as if these individuals had 
come into possession of a scrap of a map leading to hidden 
treasure and were satisfied to act from the guidance that 
this provided. 
Frankly, the impression that many of those interviewed 
gave was that they were flying by the seats of their pants. 
On at least a half dozen occasions individuals said that che 
work they had done in their most and least successful cases 
was the same, many of them said they were operating 
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intuitively (without any apparent basis), some of them used 
multi-barreled approaches seemingly in the hope of 
increasing their hit rates, and by and large they expressed 
no cohesive rationale for what they were doing. However, to 
be fair, several of those interviewed obviously did have a 
well articulated framework for what they were doing, and 
most everyone did have some ideas as to why imagery works 
and doesn t work. Also, it seemed that the strong interest 
in the present study was in part motivated by a desire to 
pick up any new information, including theoretical models, 
which would add to understanding and the growth of 
expertise. 
Organization Development a Missing Variable 
No doubt because organization development was seen by 
the researcher as a variable having considerable potential 
as a guide to imagery work, the failure of everyone to 
mention this was more than usually striking. The 
individual's developmental level and cognitive style were 
mentioned on a few occasions (In fact one person had some 
data on cognitive style which seemed supportive of Forisha's 
(1983) position) and group process factors were also 
mentioned in the context of why the imagery work had 
succeeded or not, but little was said which suggested that 
anyone had thought of the possibility of there being a link 
between organization development level and the 
appropriateness of different kinds of intervention. It was 
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commented on earlier that there were a few statements which 
might have had bearing on this variable but these were 
ambiguous and vague and did not constitute any real evidence 
of concern for developmental factors. 
Validity of the Results 
In brief, the study appears to have demonstrated that 
types of imagery can be differentiated and that there could 
well be utility in matching type of imagery and the kind of 
organizational problem that needed to be tackled in a 
particular case. These results are perhaps more 
demonstrative than definitive but, given that the study was 
a ground breaking one, they point strongly to some exciting 
possibilities for both further research and applied imagery 
practice. Before accepting these results at face value and 
getting caught up in speculation concerning their 
implications however, there is need to carefully examine the 
concepts and methods used in the study and thus, to draw 
some conclusions concerning the validity of the results 
obtained. 
Thought Imagery versus Imagination Imagery 
A key concept in the study was the notion that imagery 
could be thought of as fitting some schema that had at least 
two categories. One starting point had been Richardson s 
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notion that imagery couid be classified into either thought 
or imagination categories and that, while perhaps these two 
types of imagery were phenomenologically experienced as on 
the same continuum, nevertheless distinguishing them in this 
way could be a conceptually useful thing to do. As reported 
earlier, this distinction met with a mixed reception from 
the consultants, who by and large had not been making the 
distinction and in fact had not been using any schema for 
distinguishing between types of imagery in their own 
practice. While the reception was mixed it was interesting 
to see however, that many of the consultants started using 
these terms and making this distinction themselves in the 
course of the interviews . It is only an impression but it 
seemed to the researcher that the extent to which they did 
this went well beyond simply picking up and using "the 
client's language". A number of people commented that they 
were starting to see some point in making this distinction, 
as for example the woman who said, "I wasn t aware of making 
that distinction but when I read it I agreed with it." This 
person later said, in response to the question of how she 
decided what imagery work to do in a particular 
organizational situation, "If I feel people are not in touch 
with their current reality or are overwhelmed by it I 
usually ask them to generate information about their current 
reality - that would be the Thought type. If I feel they 
are clinging to their current reality and that s really 
constraining their ability to do anything differently I ask 
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them to put themselves in a situation where they could let 
that go, and fantasize." Such a response clearly 
illustrates that it is possible to make this two-way 
distinction and more than that, that it may be extremely 
useful to do so. 
Mention could be made also of the two respondents who 
said that they made the distinction between remembered and 
constructed images and that it was an important distinction 
in terms of Neurolinguistic Programming theory which has it 
that different neural pathways and eye movement patterns are 
involved in these two imaging processes (Bandler & Grinder, 
1979). The observant consultant can pick up cues as to the 
kinds of imaging his or her clients are using. 
The other starting point for the two-way imagery 
differentiation was the V. Ainsworth-Land schema which 
actually employs four orders of imaging. Looking at this 
more closely however, it can be seen that her first order 
imaging is spontaneous and arises under crisis type 
conditions. This is more the kind of imagery that might 
have led the manager experiencing it to call in the 
consultant in the first place or indeed, might have led the 
consultant confronted with the problem of what intervention 
to make to choose to use imagery in a particular situation. 
But one does not choose to image spontaneously and for this 
reason first order imaging, as a category, does not seem to 
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offer much by way of practical application. 
Likewise, fourth order imaging is probably beyond the 
scope of organizational consulting as usually practiced. As 
described by Ainsworth-Land, "Imaging of the fourth order 
may have the sense of illuminating or experiencing mystic 
vision." (Ainsworth-Land, 1982, p. 18). No doubt this occurs 
from time to time in organization consulting work and 
indeed, at times, it may even be the objective. But it 
would appear that this order of imaging follows from a deep 
sense of commitment to the imaging process and mostly 
arises out of attitudes and values that have led to the 
extending and deepening of a process that has already been 
begun. 
Thus, for practical purposes, the use of a two category 
schema seems to have been appropriate. Perhaps at some time 
in the future further useful distinctions will be arrived at 
but for now there seems to have been value in using two and 
only two categories of imagery in this study. 
Distinguishing Developmental Levels of Problems 
There are perhaps more questions with respect to the 
validity of what was done in distinguishing organizational 
situations in terms of developmental level. The work of 
Adizes and others had suggested the possibility of arriving 
at a multi-level conceptualization of organization 
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development and problems but the approach taken in the 
present study attempted rather to draw from the G. 
Ainsworth-Land model which distinguishes formative, 
normative, integrative and transformative developmental 
stages. Using this model some suggestions were made as to 
the kinds of problems that could be expected by 
organizations at each of these four stages. Theorists seem 
agreed (Adizes, 1979; Land, 1973: Starbuck, 1971) that the 
crucial task is to be able to pinpoint transition points, 
for it is as a result of successfully dealing with problems 
experienced at these points that movement occurs in 
organizations from one developmental stage to the next. 
With hindsight it appears that in this study two 
considerations were singled out, one from Adizes and one 
from Ainsworth-Land, and were merged. Rather like Adizes 
might have done, gradations were made within one of the G. 
Ainsworth-Land levels, namely level two. The organizations 
depicted in the 4-Cases material were all in the normative 
stage of development although there were some recognizable 
differences between them which were probably cjuite 
important. Case 1 could be thought of as early level two, 
Case 2 as middle level two, Case 3 as late level two and 
Case 4 was an organization that perhaps had been at level 
three but had slipped back to level two and was seeking 
rehabilitation. The important distinction was that whereas 
Cases 1 and 2 were concerned with such issues as 
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consolidation, team building, efficiency building, 
regulation and priority setting, the organizations in Cases 
3 and 4 were trying to achieve transformation, shifts to 
distinctively new patterns of thought, and the release of 
creativity. It was argued that whereas thought imagery 
would be appropriate for dealing with normative problems 
such as those of Cases 1 and 2, imagination imagery would be 
appropriate for dealing with transformative problems such 
as those of Cases 3 and 4. Thus, in reality, a two category 
system was created which could be used for testing certain 
hypotheses. Certainly it proved useful for this purpose and 
it had a certain amount of face validity besides. 
Face validity is hardly enough on which to sustain a 
case and it is clear that rather more might need to be done 
in the future to refine this developmental categorization of 
problems. For present purposes however, some comfort can be 
taken from the fact that the 4-Cases material proved to be 
highly engaging and was accepted by all respondents as 
reality based. A few of those interviewed started by saying 
things 1 ike, "Knowing only what is given here", but no one 
raised questions as to the legitimacy of the problems and 
organizations presented. In fact, quite the opposite. A 
number of consultants made very affirming remarks like, I 
just did that one!", or referred to the apparent fit of the 
cases into other frameworks (e.g. that of Nelson & Burns, 
1984), or said that with the effective handling of Case 4 it 
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would recycle to a position like that of Case 1. Two of 
those interviewed refused to do the 4-Cases task but even 
these did not reject it on grounds of lacking reality. One 
of them said that all four cases were very similar, "I would 
do the same thing in all four cases," and the other said 
that he would apply the one set of diagnostic criteria to 
all cases and would tailor his actions according to what 
came out of this. 
Some further indications of the appropriateness and 
validity of the 4-Cases material came in the later 
interviewing concerning the Most and Least successful cases. 
Several times in the course of these discussions consultants 
used the 4-Cases as reference points when asked what had 
been the presenting problem in each case. Thus, several of 
them said things like, "Oh, it was like Case 3", or made 
some other reference to this previous material. 
In connection with the Most and Least successful cases 
material there may be some concern that no firm measures of 
effectiveness were sought. Obviously the measure obtained 
using this strategy was highly subjective but it was also 
relative and made by the person in the best position to do 
so. The personal contrasting of cases was the operative 
factor. In actual fact, many of the consultants went to 
some pains to describe the situations and the effects of 
t detail and had it been necessary, it their work in grea 
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seemed that they were in possession of data that could have 
been chronicled in support of the effectiveness of imagery 
work more generally, but even without this the relative 
effectiveness data provided by each person is likely to have 
yielded a valid measure. 
Conclusion 
The study has resulted in some findings that seem not 
only statistically significant but also quite possibly 
indicative of some important relationships between the 
imagery and organizational problem variables. This review of 
the main concepts and methods employed in the study has not 
revealed any major flaws or reasons for discarding the 
findings. Rather, the study seems to have been both simple 
and, for a field study, fairly elegant and there is good 
enough reason to think that following the directions it 
provides might be a rewarding process. With this conclusion 
in mind some amplification of the study s implications for 
further research and for organization consulting practice 
seem appropriate. 
Implications for Further Research 
This study has yielded a first level of findings in the 
research task of investigating the appropriateness of 
certain kinds of imagery work in tackling various levels of 
organization problems. The study attempted a broad sweep 
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and went at the problem by obtaining information and 
opinions by telephone from a sample of consultants who were 
personally involved in the practical tasks of using imagery 
in attempting to assist organizations. The very act of 
using the telephone as the main method of data gathering 
however, obviously set some parameters to the study. 
Telephone interviews tend to be limited in time, are limited 
to the spoken word, and frequently are fairly loose in 
structure. An interview guide was used but compared with 
such means as a written questionnaire, interviews are hard 
to keep on track, and the social conventions of talking on 
the phone make for the elimination of pauses while data are 
checked and no doubt influence the process in other ways. 
On the other hand, use of the telephone had a number of 
advantages. Chief among these is that it enabled national 
coverage to be achieved to an extent that would not have 
been possible using personal interviews. The process was 
also much quicker - on some days as many as eight interviews 
were completed, and much more flexible - people were 
sometimes spoken to early in the morning, late at night and 
on week-ends. Also, talking on the telephone tends to be 
very informal and to allow of easier expression of opinions. 
So, overall, the method seemed appropriate to the purpose. 
The coverage achieved by this means was fairly extensive, 
when the limited nature of the population dealt with is 
borne in mind. It was also reasonably deep. A factor 
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here was that the telephone was supplemented by a 
very short written questionnaire and by the sending of notes 
and case materials to the respondents. 
To pursue this particular set of research questions 
further might be done in one of two ways. One useful 
strategy would be to replicate the study. It happened that 
another sizeable group of imagery-using consultants was 
located in the later stages of this study and this provides 
the possibility that the same procedure could be used to see 
whether a second study would yield comparable results. 
Another possibility would be to use this group for a further 
study but to vary the procedures in some way in an attempt 
to eliminate any possible method effect. A simple 
variation would be to mail a questionnaire to this sample 
and thus eliminate any systematic effects occasioned by 
using the telephone. 
The attempts to develop a scale or categorization of 
organizational problems could be carried further also. As 
discussed above, a rather crude measure was used in this 
instance and the possibilities remain for developing a much 
more sophisticated measure of this variable. 
Of some appeal also, effort might be directed towards 
identifying other variables that effect the process and 
outcome of using imagery in organization consulting work. 
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In the course of the study those interviewed put forward a 
number of ideas as to why the work was successful or not 
successful and some of these might be systematically 
investigated. Several consultants mentioned the special 
importance of preparing the group before introducing the 
imagery work, some said there had to be concern for group 
process factors such as the level of trust and the degree of 
interest and commitment, and yet others mentioned the need 
to match the work with the values of the particular culture 
or group. Some attempt could be made to control for these 
variables or to systematically vary them in order to see 
what effect they might have on outcomes. 
Two other variables which emerged as possible 
candidates for future research were the comfort level of the 
operator, and the "natural" shortcomings of certain people 
with respect to visualizing or imaging in the broader sense. 
Here again, the possibilities of systematic study of the 
effects of these could be pursued. The first of these in 
particular, could be well worth studying. Some of the 
people interviewed seemed entirely relaxed and at home when 
talking about their imagery work whereas some others gave 
the impression that they handled it with kid gloves. If the 
operator is or is not perfectly comfortable with the work he 
or she is attempting it may well influence those with whom 
the work is being done. As to the question of how to 
identify, and presumably either train or screen out, those 
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who have dxffxcuity imaging, this is a rather daunting task 
and it is hard to see that it would be worth the effort at 
this stage of the work. 
Implications for Consulting Practice 
The results of this work may be of greater academic 
interest than practical, however many of those interviewed 
were intrigued by the study and some expressed the hope of 
gaining some guidance from it. This is a reasonable hope 
and fortunately too, one that, in part at least, can be 
realized. 
Mention was made in the previous section that some 
people seemed to be cautious either by nature or because of 
a certain amount of anxiety about the reaction of others to 
their use of imagery in the consulting context. This, or 
possibly some other variable, such as lack of a very wide 
repertoire or understanding of imagery techniques, seems to 
have resulted in some over use of Thought imagery in¬ 
situations where the Ainsworth-Land model would suggest that 
Imagination imagery would be more appropriate. Hopefully the 
results of this study can be widely enough disseminated that 
they will begin to provide practitioners with extra 
guidelines as to when to use what kinds of imagery 
interventions. 
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Another thought that emerged in the course of the study 
was that it could be useful to publish a case book or an 
article which set out many of the actual imagery exercises 
used by different practitioners. This could have profound 
effects on imagery practice. Some of the consultants 
interviewed had one or two exercises that they used over and 
over and a listing of other possibilities might serve to 
stimulate their creativity. There is no knowing whether 
their use of their favorite exercises was a product of their 
comfort with these or whether it was due to a lack of 
readily available alternatives. Also, while the fact that 
the same exercises had sometimes been used in their most and 
least- successful cases may have been due to factors other 
than the appropriateness of the exercise in the particular 
setting, another possibility is that a few exercises were 
being milked, not only for what they were worth but indeed, 
for more than they were worth. 
In spite of the press to suggest imagery tasks for each 
of the 4-Cases some consultants sometimes said that they 
would not use imagery in one or other of these situations. 
There were eight such instances, four of them occuring as a 
response to Case 2. Interestingly, too, several of those 
interviewed expressed an aversion to this case saying things 
like, "I wouldn't want to work with that organization. 
Perhaps this sample is comprized of some of the more 
creatively oriented consultants who see this case as rather 
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mundane - work for someone else. Possibly also those 
making this kind of response are mainly expressing the fact 
that they might question the goals and motives of potential 
clients and not simply go along with them. On the other 
hand, they may be revealing that their own biases and values 
sometimes get in the way and reduce their creative output. 
Case 2 produced some highly creative and seemingly 
appropriate responses from other consultants and it might be 
useful for those having difficulty with this case, for 
whatever reason, to be able to see what others have thought 
of doing with it. 
And, of course, this approach could be extended and the 
responses to all of the 4-Cases could be made the basis for 
the case book suggested above. Here are four apparently 
real situations for which there are 34 sets of responses and 
the variety and richness of these is very impressive. This 
material could do a great deal to illustrate the many 
different possibilities available and to expand the 
repetoire of the consultant interested in pursuing imagery 
work. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
vaune Axnsworth-Land (1982) put forward a model for 
linking imagery and creativity using a 4-stage developmental 
schema. Her basic proposition was that four levels of 
imaging could be distinguished and that each of these had 
a counterpart in the developmental level of the individual 
and the creative task to be performed. Depending on the 
person's stage of development and the needs that go with 
this, she claimed that imagery can be an adjunct to early 
learning, an aid to modification of an earlier idea or a 
bridge to a higher level synthesis. The present study 
attempted to apply this model in organizations. 
As with individuals, organizations go through different 
developmental stages, each of which has certain kinds of 
problems associated with it (Adizes, 1979; Land, 1973; Quinn 
& Cameron, 1983; Starbuck, 1971). Imagery can aid creative 
problem solving and organizational development (Adams, 1984) 
and, if the Ainsworth-Land model holds good, it would be 
facilitative to systematically vary the imagery work 
according to the developmental stage the organization is at. 
In other words, it may be appropriate to use a certain kind 
of imagery work at each stage of the organization 
development process, these stages being defined by the kinds 
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of problems the organization is experiencing. 
Imagery has been receiving increased attention from 
researchers and social science practitioners. It is being 
used extensively in therapeutic work, accessing of skills, 
planning, problem definition and problem solving with 
individuals and groups (Sheikh, 1983), and from observation, 
its use by organization consultants seems to be increasing. 
There are relatively few published accounts of the use of 
imagery in organizational settings however, and those that 
do exist are either linked to specialized techniques (such 
as Synectics; Gordon, 1961) or are not very substantial. 
More needs to be known about how such a seemingly powerful 
set of techniques can be applied to solving a range of 
different problems in organizations and at different life- 
cycle stages. 
In general terms, the problem tackled in this study was 
to establish how consultants who use imagery decide to use 
it in a particular organizational situation and what 
principles guide them in varying their practice from one 
situation to the next. Of particular interest in this 
latter context was to investigate whether they 
systematically varied their practice in terms of the 
developmental level of the organizational group with whom 
they were working. At another level, the study sought to 
investigate whether the use of imagery was more effective if 
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it took account of imagery and organizational development 
variables and attempted to match the one with the other. 
The Research Framework 
Organizational Development 
Translation of the V. Ainsworth-Land model into 
organizational terms required the identification and 
definition of some key elements. In particular, it was 
necessary to establish some ways of distinguishing different 
developmental levels for organizations. 
Starbuck (1971) found that the metamorphic model 
involving periodic shifts to new levels of development fit 
organizational data, and that the histories of firms he 
studied appeared to emerge from both the managerial 
strategies pursued and the externally determined problems to 
be solved. V. Ainsworth-Land had used the G. Ainsworth-Land 
(Land, 1973) generic model of transformation, that all life 
forms (which could include organizations) constantly have 
to deal with the polarities of order and disorder, and in so 
doing typically follow a developmental pattern involving 
formative, normative and integrative stages leading to 
transformation and a renewal of the cycle. In these terms 
the problems of the formative stage are those of creating 
order out of disorder, and success in doing this results in 
systems and controls which in turn can become binding and 
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restrictive of developmental movement. The problems of the 
normative stage are due to the need to loosen or break this 
restrictive pattern in order to allow of greater creativity 
and movement to the integrative level. And so forth. 
Finally, for present purposes, it appears that the major 
problems are prone to occur at the transition points between 
stages (Adizes, 1979; Starbuck, 1971). 
When these pieces are assembled a picture emerges 
rather like that of Table 2. Organizational development is 
seen as movement from one distinct stage to another by a 
process of problem solving, with major problems being those 
that occur at the key transition points. 
Imagery 
The other major element in the Ainsworth-Land model is 
mental imagery. Different classes of imaging have been 
distinguished and in her schema four orders are separated. 
First order imagery is imagery that is sense based and 
occurs spontaneously, second order imagery is under 
conscious control (it includes guided imagery) and tends to 
be goal directed and verifying, third order imagery is more 
abstract and creative, fanciful, and fourth order imagery is 
on a philosophical plane and involves a whole new set of 
paradigms and consciousness. Imagery like that of 
Ainsworth-Land"s second and third orders has been classified 
by Richardson (1983) as Thought imagery and Imagination 
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imagery, respectively. 
The basic proposition tested in the study was that 
Thought imagery would be the appropriate form of imagery to 
be employed by organizational consultants who were concerned 
to effect changes within a developmental stage and 
Imagination imagery would be the appropriate form of imagery 
to use in trying to bring about a shift from one stage to 
the next. The first of these situations might involve 
attempts to enlarge, build new units, become more efficient 
(introduce streamlining, new systems, training programs and 
the like), while the second might involve creating new 
products, achieving a new culture or way of thinking about 
the mission of the organization, or a massive shakeup 
leading to transition to a new form of organization. 
It was not known whether consultants' practice followed 
these lines. The study aimed to find out, and tried to 
establish whether adherance to this approach resulted in 
increased effectiveness. 
Method 
Sample 
The sample consisted of 36 consultants who, in 
response to a letter, had stated that they used imagery in 
organization consulting work and were prepared to 
participate in the study. Participation, was to involve a 
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telephone interview with the researcher. Of the 36, 24 
reported working as external consultants and 12 as internal 
consultants; 31 full time and 5 part time. Fourteen were 
women and 22 were men. Geographic spread was over 16 States 
with the greatest numbers coming from Massachusetts (8), 
California (4), Maryland (4), and Virginia (3). Length of 
experience varied widely (the mean was 10 years) as did the 
length of time they had been using imagery in their work 
(mean 6 years). Ten reported doctoral level education, 21 
had Master's degrees, and the remainder had Bachelor's 
degrees or less. 
Procedures 
Following receipt of acceptance cards further 
information was mailed to the sample so that they would have 
this prior to the telephone interviews. This material (see 
appendix ) contained definitions of organization consulting 
and Thought and Imagination imagery, and also 4 mini cases. 
It informed them that the researcher would be asking them to 
say what kind of imagery work they might do in each of the 
situations described and also, that he would be asking them 
to describe their most and least successful cases and to say 
something of the presenting problem in each. 
The interviewer used an interview guide in the interest 
of standardization, and the interview included the following 
key questions: Do you distinguish between Thought and 
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Imagination imagery? If not, do you make any other 
distinction? How do you decide what imagery work to do in a 
particular organizational situation? And, Do you have a 
theory or conceptual model that guides your use of imagery? 
The four cases were developed and pilot tested with a 
group of five consultants. They represented different kinds 
of organization problems which might lead to the calling in 
of a consultant. All four of them depicted problems of 
organizations in stage two (normative) of development but 
Cases 1 and 2 were within-class types of problems while 
Cases 3 and 4 represented transition problems. That is, the 
first two were seeking improvement in operationalizing 
ideas, morale or team building, greater system, efficiency, 
whereas the latter pair were aiming for greater creativity, 
release of energy, looser ways of operating. 
Responses to these 4 cases were transcribed and were 
classified by a panel of four graduate students who were 
familiar with the G. Ainsworth-Land transformation theory 
and were given instruction in the V. Ainsworth-Land (and 
Richardson) imagery classification. After initial training 
the four judges worked independently but then got together 
for discussion on cases where judgements differed. 136 
responses were classified in this way and concensus was 
reached in all cases. 
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With respect to the Most and Least successful cases 
material, each response was classified by the researcher as 
either a Normative or Transformative problem and the 
imagery work used was classified as either Thought or 
Imagination, using the same criteria as before. 
The aims were to obtain a picture of whether (1) 
consultants used both types of imagery, (2) they used 
developmental criteria in deciding what imagery work to do, 
(3) their pattern of practice fit that which would be 
suggested by the V. Ainsworth-Land model, and (4) whether 
use of imagery consistent with this model was more effective 
than use of imagery that was not consistent with the model. 
The answers to the questions about theory gave the answers 
to the first two of these questions whereas the responses to 
the 4-Cases and Most/Least Successful cases gave answers to 
the latter pair. With respect to questions (3) and (4), the 
following Hypotheses were generated and Chi-square was used 
to test goodness of fit between the obtained data and that 
expected from the Ainsworth-Land model. 
Hypotheses 
Hypothesis 1: When responding to Cases 1 and 2 
consultants would use second order (thought) imagery whereas 
when responding to Cases 3 and 4 they would use third order 
(imagination) imagery. 
Hypothesis 2: When dealing with normative organization 
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problems, consultants wxll report more successes and fewer 
failures when using thought imagery than when using 
imagination imagery. 
Hypothesis 3: When dealing with integrative or 
transformative organization problems, consultants will 
report more successes and fewer failures when using 
imagination imagery than when using thought imagery. 
Hypothesis 4: When dealing with organization problems, 
consultants will report more successes and fewer failures 
when using imagery consistently with the model than when 
using imagery inconsistently with the model. 
Results 
Research Question 1 
Only 3 of the respondents said they made a distinction 
between thought and imagination imagery and most of the 
respondents (26 or 72 percent) said they did not make any 
distinctions between types of imagery. On the other hand, 
the responses to the 4-Cases material were classifiable into 
these categories (see Table 3) and from this perspective the 
finding was that most of the consultants (56 percent) used a 
mixture of thought and imagination imagery, 35 percent used 
thought imagery only (or a mixture of thought imagery and 
cognitive responses), while the remaining 9 percent used 
imagination imagery only. 
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Research Question 2 
The consultants in this study taken as a group, were 
found to have only a fairly loose rationale for their use of 
imagery in OD work. In all, they gave 47 responses to the 
question that asked them how they decided what imagery work 
to do in a particular situation. Nine of these (19 per 
cent) had to do with their intuitive reading of the group or 
situation, 3 had to do with the clients needs, whereas all 
the rest (35 or 75 percent) had to do with their belief in 
the power of imagery to unblock stuckness, to aid wholistic 
thinking, to aid in planning and problem solving, or in the 
accessing of skills and experience. Theory seemed to play 
only a small part in guiding their imagery work and, for the 
most part, the theories they drew from focused on 
intrapersonal factors and explanations. None of them 
explicitly used a model based on organizational 
development factors and only a few used theoretical concepts 
which were interpersonal or system wide. 
Research Question 3 
Of the 136 responses to the 4-Cases material 22 were 
classified as Cognitive responses ("I would t use imagery 
for that one. I'd use survey feedback.", and answers like 
that), 75 were classified as Thought imagery, and 39 were 
classified as Imagination imagery. For Cases 1 and 2 
combined, 41 of 68 responses were consistent with the 
prediction of Thought imagery whereas for Cases 3 and 4 
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combined 21 of 68 responses were consistent with the 
prediction of imagination imagery. The Chi-square value for 
the fit of observed and expected data was .745 which with 1 
df is not significant. The finding is inconsistent with 
the hypothesis (i.e. Hypothesis 1). 
Research Question 4 
This question was answered by analysis of the 
Most/Least successful cases data which had been classified 
by thought/imagination imagery and normative/transformative 
problem type. Not all data sets were complete and in 
particular, data concerning least successful cases were 
often not supplied or were too generalized to allow of 
complete coding. Forty nine usable sets of data were 
obtained, 31 for most successful and 18 for least successful 
cases. Distributions of imagery types by problem type are 
given in Tables 6 and 7. 
For the Normative hypothesis (Hypothesis 2) the value 
of Chi-square was 3.287 which, with 1 df, is not significant 
(although it approaches Significance at the .05 level). The 
obtained results may have occured by chance. 
The Chi-square value for the Transformative hypothesis 
(Hypothesis 3) was 12.202, which with 1 df is highly 
significant (.001 level). There is very little possibility 
that the closeness of fit between the obtained and predicted 
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distributions would have occured by chance. 
With respect to Hypothesis 4, thirty eight (78 
percent) of case outcomes were consistent with the 
predictions of the model. The Chi-square value (7.907, ldf, 
significant at .01 level) is not likely to have occured by 
chance. 
Discussion 
None of the 36 consultants in the study were 
consciously using the V. Ainsworth-Land model and their 
practice did not appear to be in line with it (they had a 
bias towards the use of thought imagery and away from 
imagination imagery). On the other hand, Hypotheses 3 and 
4 were supported by the data and the Chi-square value for 
Hypothesis 2 was barely short of significance. Thus to a 
large degree ,the data from Most and Least successful cases 
supported the model and suggest that thought imagery is more 
likely to be associated with successful resolution of 
normative problems, while imagination imagery is more likely 
to be associated with successful resolution of 
transformative problems. And taken together, the data 
support the hypothesis concerning the model's effectiveness. 
Given that sample sizes were not particularly large and that 
Chi-square is not a very powerful test, the data must be 
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interpreted with caution but at the same time the results do 
give some grounds for optimism. The Ainsworth-Land model 
shows promise of being useful to organization consultants 
and at the least there would seem to be grounds for pursuing 
the matter further. Replication could be attempted and 
other research pursued which might result in an increase in 
confidence or lead in other directions. 
This study appears to have been a ground breaking one 
and because of this some of the broader data yielded by it 
are of considerable interest. While there were individuals 
with highly articulated models and rationale, the majority 
of those spoken to had little or no theory or empirical data 
to guide them with respect to their imagery practice. Few 
made any distinction in types of imagery and none appeared 
to be influenced by organizational development factors in 
their choice of imagery exercises. 
On the other hand, the study yielded much data, only 
touched on here, which suggested that imagery is a very 
powerful and effective technique. Many of the accounts of 
successful work were dramatic and exciting and taken overall 
they were very reinforcing to the use of imagery in 
organization consulting practice. Of course, imagery was 
not the beginning and the ending of the interventions 
reported but, given that people were describing cases where 
it was seen to be an important piece of what the consultants 
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were doing, the changes in thinking, the solutions found to 
problems, provided a strong testament to the efficacy of 
imagery techniques within this context. 
One trend revealed by the study was the tendency of 
this group of consultants to more readily use thought 
imagery (experience and reality based imagery) than 
imagination imagery (fantasy, constructed imagery, the let's 
pretend kind of imagery). One can only speculate as to the 
reasons for this but one possibility is that it is a product 
of a somewhat cautious attitude. Certainly there were many 
comments which indicated that imagery is not always seen as 
a highly respectable thing to be doing and those who use it 
may be cautious on this account. There were those in the 
study who had had their fingers burned on occasion when 
using imagery: some had been reported to senior management 
for "playing with our heads", one had been threatened with a 
suit by someone who accused him of hypnotizing her (in a 
large group setting), and another had had a contract 
cancelled because two members of a group had reported to 
management that the consultant was doing "the Devil s work". 
There is no doubt that this kind of work sometimes arouses 
anxiety and defensiveness in those who find very threatening 
the Dossibility that they might somehow be led (the 
implication is, against their own wills) to think 
differently, and it doesn't take many encounters with people 
like this to make the operator cautious. 
no 
The study appears to have demonstrated that types of 
imagery can be differentiated and that there could be 
utility in matching types of imagery and the kinds of 
organizational problem that need to be tackled in 
Par“ticular cases. Hopefully these findings will stimulate 
other research and conceptualization. State of the art for 
this technology appears to be at a lowly level and there is 
room for the development of a great deal more sophistication 
and understanding. Imagery is starting to attract wider 
acceptance. Some consultants are starting to highlight the 
development of vision and intuition in their programs and 
here and there publications are starting to appear. Imagery 
is starting to be presented for what it is, not hokus-pokus 
but a powerful technology that is beginning to find wide 
application and is deserving of more. 
Ill 
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APPENDIX A 
Invitation Letter 
. October 11, 1984 
&Title/0&&First& &Last& 
&Organ& 
&Street& 
StCitySr 
Dear &First&, 
This is an invitation to participate in an important first evaluation of 
the use of imagery in organization consulting. A number of consultants use 
imagery as a creative intervention technique and I am conducting a study which 
is likely to result in increased understanding of when and how such methods 
can be effective. The study is central to a doctoral dissertation for the 
School of Education at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, under the 
chairmanship of Professor Don Carew. 
If you make use of imagery techniques in management training or 
organization consulting work - that is, if at times you deliberately ask 
clients to "Form a picture in your mind", "Imagine what ... would look 
like","Fantasize the scene...", or have some other means of engaging their 
powers of imagery - I would like to hear from you. Please complete the 
enclosed card and mail it back to me immediately if you are willing to 
participate. If your card has not reached me by October 26 I will assume that 
you do not wish to respond. If you make very little use of imagery but have 
a colleague who does, I would appreciate your passing this letter to him or 
her. 
Those who agree to participate will be sent some explanatory notes and, 
following this, will be interviewed on the phone for about 10 minutes. The 
enclosed card asks you for a phone number and a listing of the most convenient 
times for me to call for this interview. If you have questions please phone 
me on (413) 549-0819. I look forward to receiving your response. 
I will be mailing a research report incorporating my analysis of the 
findings to each person who participates in the study. The findings will be 
presented in anonymous terms, no names or other identifying data will be 
included. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Maurice A. Howe) 
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APPENDIX B 
Reply Card 
UMASS IMAGERY STUDY 
I am willing to participate in the study of the use of 
imagery in Organization Consulting. 
I make use of imagery in: (PLease check a,b or c) 
(a) management training only ... 
(b) organization consulting only _ 
(c) both management training and 
organization consulting 
Name .Phone # . 
Suggested times to call . 
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APPENDIX C 
GUIDELINES FOR UMASS STUDY OF IMAGERY 
IN ORGANIZATION CONSULTING 
1. ORGANIZATION CONSULTING 
The focus of this study is on the use of Imagery in 
organization consulting, that is, working with individuals 
or groups of executives or employees from within a single 
organization as opposed to conducting management training 
seminars or workshops attended by people from a number of 
organizations. Thus, the kind of consulting work the study 
is interested in includes team building, and assisting 
executives and or work groups to plan, problem solve, or 
strategize. At times some of this work is management 
training but the essential feature for the study's purposes 
is that the work be done within a single organization having 
in mind an organization development or organization 
transformation objective. 
2. DEFINITIONS OF IMAGERY 
Imagery is being defined in this study as: A mental 
process in which emphasis is deliberately on mental 
picturing and/or creative imaging as opposed to verbal 
analysis or verbal reasoning. In asking others to use 
imagery, words such as: "Form a picture in your mind", 
"Imagine what .would look like", "Fantasize the scene 
imagery sometimes includes other sensory elements such as 
hearing, touch, and smell. 
The use of imagery in organization consulting includes 
asking organization members to mentally picture how things 
were, are, or could be in their organizations. Imagery may 
be employed to such ends as problem definition, skills 
development, planning, and problem solving. 
Two types of imagery are sometimes distinguished: 
thought imagery and imagination imagery. 
Thought Imagery 
Thought imagery is the use of images associated with 
past, present ongoing and future anticipated events, 
experiences, thoughts and actions. For example: You would 
likely evoke Thought imagery if you were to ask a person to 
(some action) the way you 
do 
"Picture yourself performing 
when you are at your best." 
"Picture this organization at a time when it did 
(something) really well. In your mind go back to that 
event! look around and see what is happening, what people 
are doing and exactly how they are doing these things, wha 
adjectives best describe what you see? 
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Imagination Imagery 
Imagination imagery has no particular context, occasion 
or personal reference. Imagination images are inclined to 
be novel, creative, to contain elements of let's-pretend. 
The content may be unexpected and apparently unconnected 
with any identifiable memories or experience from the past. 
For example: You would likely evoke Imagination imagery if 
you were to ask a person to 
"In your wildest imagination see this organization five 
times more profitable than now. How would it look? How 
would things be done? What would be happening?" 
"How might a politician perceive this problem? How 
might a football coach? A scientist? Imagine them 
(politician, football coach, scientist, etc.) at a meeting 
called to discuss possible solutions. Listen to what they 
each have to say." 
3. FOUR CASES 
Below are four brief case descriptions. For each one 
imagine that you have been called in as a consultant to help 
the organization deal with the situation described. 
Further, suppose that you decide to use imagery in your 
work. When I call I will be asking you to describe an 
imagery task you might employ in each case. 
Case 1 
This organization sees itself as needing help in 
obtaining commitment, operationalizing creative ideas, and 
help in bringing its concepts and visions to realization. 
Case 2 
This organization is seeking help in setting up 
systems, policies, procedures, together with training 
programs aimed at skills building and efficiency building. 
It is wanting to move towards more effective controls. 
Case 3 
This organization has well established systems, 
policies and programs and wants to retain these. At the 
same time it wants to achieve a more open way of operating. 
It is looking for help in achieving greater flexibility and 
creativity. 
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Case 4 
This organization feels that it is stuck, that it is 
stagnating or possibly even beginning to go down hill. 
Lately it seems to have lost some of its earlier vigor. It 
is seeking help in formulating strategies and beginning 
moves towards enlivenment and rejuvenation. 
4. MOST/LEAST SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTIONS 
Prior to my call please think back over your use of 
imagery in organization consulting and identify your most 
successful case - the one where you felt your particular use 
of imagery was most successful. What was the nature of the 
presenting problem? (i.e. How did the organization describe 
its problem, in terms like those used in the cases described 
in 3 above?) What Imagery task or exercise did you use that 
worked so well? 
And likewise for your least successful use of imagery, 
please think of a time when you felt your intervention was 
less effective than you had intended: What was the nature 
of the presenting problem? What imagery task or exercise 
did you use in this case? 
THANK YOU FOR READING THIS AND THINKING ABOUT THE QUESTIONS 
THAT I HAVE POSED. IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF CLARIFICATION OR 
HAVE PROBLEMS WITH ANY OF THIS MATERIAL PLEASE CALL ME, 
MAURICE HOWE ON (413) 549 0819. 
APPENDIX D 
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Responses to Four Cases 
^ • I *3 try to have the group vision the organizat 
it was trying to do - Imagine their roles, how 
together. 
2. I'd ask them how things would look. I'd g 
focus on tasks - what they need to do - the li 
interfaces. 
3. I'd ask them to think about a time when they 
productive - what obstacles stand in their way 
that way now. 
ion - what 
they link 
et th em to 
nkage s and 
felt truly 
from being 
4. About the same as 3 but more poetic. I'd have them take 
a trip in the jungle, imagine what kinds of beasts they 
encounter and how to deal with them. 
5. I'd have the organization be clear about needing help. 
Then to imagine it (the way they wanted the organization to 
be) as a current reality 
6. I'd have the group articulate what the desired end state 
looks like. You have to have this clear: how do you know 
you're there? I'd ask them to observe what's going on. Or 
I'd ask them to imagine the organization taking the next 
step. 
7. Recall a time when you were operating openly... see the 
situation going on. Introduce some new possibilities. (The 
problem can be resources or a point of view. In case it was 
the latter I'd ask them to) Be the situation. 
8. Observe the consequences of the present trend - follow 
the momentum - what's going on underneath the surface 
project it out. (Then, if it seemed to be negative) I d ask 
them to exaggerate the negative - put it (the organization) 
into a power dive. 
9. What's the best it could be? What's the best we could 
make of this? What would it look like? What can you imagine 
people doing, saying? Five years from now if we were 
excellent, what would we be doing? 
10. Breaks into 2 segments, in terms of systems and 
procedures I would ask what are we trying to do with this? 
What are we wanting to see happen? What are the technologies 
and human concerns we have to be paying attention to? Let s 
forget about what we have right now, if we had what we 
needed what would we need? What would it look like. I 
have them draw it. As for the other part of it, skills 
building -I'm not much involved in that. 
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11. Try to unfreeze them from the systems and policies that 
we now have. I would tend to ask more questions about what 
the system is trying to do. Do we need these things? 
What s it serving? (How would you unfreeze them?) I don't 
use imagery as such, unfreezing is around treating people as 
adults, allowing people to make their own decisions, much of 
the press is on moving decision making out. Appealing to the 
imagery of us all being adults, not treating people like 
children. 
12. In many ways I d do the same as 9 — referring to 
excellence, if things were better around here what would 
they look like? What would people be saying to each other? 
What would our environment be saying? What's the best we 
can have it be? A-lso, what sorts of things really excite 
you? Turn you on, get you excited, make it fun to come to 
work? 
13. Make a picture in your mind of what you would like this 
organization to be like. Sharpen that picture - if it is in 
black and white see it in color, pretend that you are like a 
television camera and move it around. Look at all the 
different parts. Then, I'd ask if the picture has other 
contexts, does it have any sounds? Is it moving? Are you 
seeing yourself as being in the picture or watching from 
outside? Get to where you are in the picture - how does it 
feel? Hold that picture, get a clear picture of your 
current situation and then bring back the new picture - look 
at the two, the difference, how it looks, how it feels. 
14. I would work with a key individual, find the head of 
the group to be my key client. I'd start with words: If 
you've got this more effective system, what would it be 
like? If they can not say this clearly in words, I'd ask 
them to visualize on the basis of outcomes, if you had a 
more efficient organization what would that be, what would 
be different in the future than now? 
15. I'd do a cognitive piece on the characteristics of a 
creative person and ask them if they see anything like that 
in their own life. I d work on those, build on those, feed 
on those. I'd stay away from imaging in an organization with 
very little experience of being creative. In a more 
sophisticated organization that wanted to enhance its 
ability I'd probably spend a lot of time sharpening up their 
imaging. It would depend on the level of sophistication 
(Judged intuitively after interviewing or a survey). 
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16. I might work with the CEO and ask him or her to 
describe the earlier vision. And if he or she were pretty 
articulate about it, if they were able to say how they would 
know when they've reached their vision, and do it 
articulately, then I would say close your eyes and do some 
imaging. Imagine some possible futures. I m going to give 
you a minute and I'm going to tell you at 15 second 
intervals - in the first 15 seconds call up an image of this 
organization as it might be 5 years from now. Another 
quarter of a minute has gone by, I want you to stop and get 
another picture, so we 11 get 4 in one minute. Then I might 
say how was that, the guy might say I'm confused. I'd say 
pick one image and work on that one. If he is not confused, 
I'd say what was the one that you liked best. And I'd ask, 
how would others imagine it. 
17. I'd ask people how they would envision this happening - 
these 4 things - how do they envision making that happen. 
Then I might ask them to share their visions. 
18. I'd ask them to think about their past , think about 
ways that had helped them be efficient, things that have 
helped them to be more effective. Think about past 
experiences and remember what's happened. Can you imagine it 
happening, what was done, what did they say, that sort of 
thing. 
19. I would ask them to be creative. To be as outlandish, 
as visionary as creative as they could imagine, if there 
were no limits in getting what they wanted, to find more 
open ways of operating. 
20. This would definitely be imagination imagery, I would 
ask them to be as creative and as free as they like, to 
perhaps act as if they were children, and to think about 
what livens them up, to think about what gives life - what 
gives them energy. 
21. Imagine the kinds of events and communications that 
would be necessary to really take advantage of our most 
creative ideas. (Focussing attention on the how of using 
their ideas - a creation mode) And then how would you see 
us trying to attain these? How do we get there? 
22. Ask them, what are controls, and how do they actually 
work? , , .. 
(That would be the thought piece.) What happens when they 
don't work? And then, based upon their specific needs, what 
new controls do they need? (which would be the imagination 
piece of it.) What would it be like when they work well? 
Imagine those controls working in a free flowing way wit 
easy check points. 
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23. In what circumstances do you see our systems really 
helping us? (Going into what already is established and how 
that assists - hinders or blocks us - so imagining some 
constraints.) Where can we set up conditions for greater 
flexibility with the existing system? Pinpoint,imagine, a 
number of places where they can be altered. What can be 
gained from greater flexibility? And how can we protect our 
creativity? 
24. What were things like very early on in the 
organization? What challenges were they faced with at that 
point? What were the circumstances and conditions they 
lived with? And now what are they faced with? How has the 
environment shifted for them? And how are they currently 
responding? Contrast their early response and their current 
response. And then shifting into the future, what's possible 
for us? And then gunning into a series of questions on what 
would really turn you on? 
25. I would get people to spend a little time thinking 
about or imaging what is really important to them as 
individuals, what do they care about, what would they take a 
stand for, and I'd ask them then, to share that in small 
groups. Then I'd do a second round, have them image what 
they are most proud of in the work at the moment and what 
would they like to see as their legacy 10 years from now? 
And I'd share that in new small groups. 
26. I didn't have a clear sense that I would use imaging on 
that one. My inclination would be that I wouldn't want to 
work with that organization. 
27. I would have people image their culture, organization's 
culture and the work team's culture, and draw a picture of 
it or write up charts, words or pictures, whatever, to 
capture the essence of the present culture. And then do a 
similar thing on the desired culture. Probably would have 
them again, do some visioning around: If your son or 
daughter wanted to come to work here, what kind of an 
organization would you want it to be for them? 
28. I would want to start on the same thing as 25, and then 
we would go beyond that into coalescing what individuals 
thought was important, collecting the main points from 
individuals, and begin to articulate an organization or a 
corporate purpose that was somewhat loftier than the usual 
make-a-profit,keep-the-people-happy. And again catalizing 
alignment with that, getting as many individuals as possible 
to get into the same kinds of visioning processes and 
contributing to the overall purpose. 
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29. I d invite each person to look at what they want from 
the organization. Then, I'd ask them to go out 5 years and 
see what the organization looked like and then go back to 2 
years out. The purpose of this second piece would be to 
actually have them go past the area that we're really 
working on. Were trying to get to the point where what we 
want as our objective will already be history. Then as a 
third piece, I'd want them to go back and fill in the 
process by which they got to the 5 years. 
30. I gave it a lot of thought and decided that it wouldn't 
be appropriate to use imagery in this case. At least 
initially, I wouldn't start with imagery. What I might do 
for summation at the end of a fairly linear, fairly 
traditional kind of process, I might invite them to imagine 
that all those things that they had put into place really 
happened. To see it really working. I might think of some 
images of machines really working well, imagine a fine tuned 
racing car, a powerful concept of things working well. 
31. I'd invite them to look at all the parts of an 
organization and in order to get them to a brain storming 
level, I'd invite them to create a set of balloons and on 
each balloon write their objections - There's not enough 
money in the budget; The rest of the people in the 
organization would never accept it, etc. - and imagine 
themselves holding this whole collection of brightly 
colored balloons. And then I'd invite them to just let them 
go. But I'd remind them that those balloons would still be 
around, they're helium balloons and they sit on the ceiling. 
And at a certain time later on they would actually be able 
to get those balloons back if they felt they needed them. 
They would not have to give them up, for ever, but just for 
right now. 
32. My fundamental philosophy for organizations that are 
stuck is Do AHY;th.in_2• so I'd invite them to develop 
options. I find it challenging to get people in a 
traditional business organization to at least close their 
eyes. In this case in particular, it would be nice to get 
them to close their eyes. I'd ask them to identify with 
some specific situation in the past, which really epitomized 
the earlier vigor - ask them to pick the most exciting, 
thrilling, successful experience they had in that company. 
Have them really get in touch with what that is like. And 
then have them look at, from there, what it might be like - 
some imaginings of some specific options that the company 
might take now. And then I'd have people spend a lot of 
time sharing their visions. 
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33. imagine you are a football player, you've just caught a 
f°°tbaU .and V°u re running down the organizational 
field to the goal post. A touch-down is actualizing or 
realizing your goals. What would you need from your team 
mates or organization to allow you to reach the goal? 
34. Imagine a typical day at work with all its 
frustrations. As you move through the day identify the 
systems, policies and procedures that would make your life 
easier. 
35. Imagine a time when you were in a group, that you felt 
creative, inspired, committed and part of it and felt like 
the group was really accomplishing something. Describe the 
conditions operating. Then look at what needs to be present 
to allow these creative ideas to flow. 
36. Think back to a time in this group when you felt 
invigorated and creative, think of what you were doing, what 
others were doing, how you were interacting with each other 
and with the organization. Identify those conditions that 
were operating at the time. 
37. If I was talking to the boss, and he was visual, I 
would ask him to remember a time when he himself had 
demonstrated a very strong commitment to his organization's 
purpose, goals and objectives. I would try to let him 
experience the last time, if ever, he had felt very strongly 
committed. And then I'd try to make a transition from that 
to, well what do you see is happening in your organization 
today, and what can we do about that gap? 
38. I would again ask the boss, What is it you see is your 
desired outcome here? What kind of an organization do you 
want to have? When you say you want to have more controls, 
what is it you're striving for? (I don't personally 
particularly care for the words systems, policies, 
procedures and that kind of stuff. I would ask him what's 
he after.) 
39. (This comes closer than any of the others to the 
potential of imagination imagery I would say) I would 
recommend getting together with the boss and his top tea 
and say let's talk about flexibility and creativity. Wha 
do you see as the potential? And what can we do to make 
that happen? That's where brain storming and all those 
crazy things could take place. 
r
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4°. Stuck - this organization feels that its stuck, the 
first thing that I d ask is do you see it that way? Draw me 
a picture, mentally or otherwise, Using imagery, I would ask 
from what part of the organization, from whom do you think 
you could get some ideas about making moves towards 
enlivening - who do you see as those people who might 
provide this kind of information, lets go and talk with 
them. 
41. I am struck with the potential sense of separation. I 
would have them imagine a barrier as vividly as possible. 
them to step back and ask them, what can you see beyond 
the barrier? Then I'd ask how could you get around, over or 
through this barrier? 
42. I would be unlikely to use imagery in this setting. 
Some imagery could be used in the training segment: Imagine 
yourself doing the task with excellence. 
43. Here I would draw from the kinds of material in Jean 
Huston's book, trying to integrate left and right brain 
functioning. I'd get them to imagine a whole series of 
images of the brain at work. The process would start with a 
deep induction, about 45 minutes. I would have the 
individuals pose questions aimed at tapping their powers of 
creativity. 
44. The image here would be a creative long range one. I 
would get them to vision the world 5-10 years from now, 
their organization in that world. Picture what people were 
doing and saying. 
45. I might invite them either to construct a picture of 
what the organization might look like, be like and feel like 
if their children were making their career in it. Or I might 
ask people to go away and think metaphorically and to have 
an image of a mascot or an animal that would best represent 
the organization as they would most like it to be. Or 
create logos or shields that reflect the- same kinds of 
things. 
46. That is very much more likely to represent a problem 
solving setting and I'd use any device to get people to 
think metaphorically and most typically, I use the same 
kinds of things that people in the synectics organization 
would suggest. I might ask people to think of an example in 
nature where effective control is applied and then we'd 
build on those. 
47. Very similar to 46. I would peg that to specific areas 
of operation and treat it in a problem solving context. 
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48. This is more like 45 for me 
that needs to revision itself in 
and future oriented way. I woul 
ways to get people to image t 
preferred future state. 
. That s an organizati 
a very much more positi 
d use any of a variety 
he future state. And 
on 
ve 
of 
a 
49. I would go for their specificity so I would ask them to 
construct what they would see if this was taking place. 
Since the case contains a lot of visual predicates I would 
use the same ones, and match their model of the world. What 
kinds of things would you see - as products or commitment - 
taking place, and I would stay with that modality. 
50. I would follow the same pattern (as in 49) - here I'm 
hearing a visualization pattern of what things would be 
like, what kinds of systems they already have that are 
working or not. What do things feel like when things are 
going right? How would somebody know that they are getting 
things under control? 
51. I would acknowledge the need for control and 
stabilization - what things would have to go on for that to 
happen, as they start to reach for newer approaches? How 
comfortable would they feel in testing those out? The 
imagery work would really take secondary factors over the 
psychological need for control and stability with the reach 
for the new. So I started to sort cognitively around 
sameness and newness. 
52. I would go deeper into the hole, and I would say how 
does that feel, this stuckness, how bad is bad? My tendency 
would be a bit provocative here - having them really feel 
how stuck they are and how nothing is happening, to get them 
down in the trough so that we could get a kind of counter 
response from them. I would stay with the feelings of 
stuckness and how things are drab, and then start to bring 
up hope of what one could picture and see happening and feel 
what good feelings one could feel. 
53. Collective visioning process - I would do this prior to 
working out a statement of purpose,in the planning process. 
Just straight planning doesn't generate commitment but when 
you do something around creating it together it accomplishes 
team building at the same time as it accomplishes the task. 
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54. When people tell me they want controls it strikes me 
it is a process and not the actual result that they 
want. I would use imagery to get them to think about what 
the end result is, before developing a process. (What might 
you say to them?) What results do you want to create? 
Imagine that you could have the organization any way that 
you want it, what would it look like? 
55. I might ask them to first envision themselves, their 
ideal selves. If you were just the way you'd like to be, 
notice how you look, notice how you feel, notice how you 
act, and what you're accomplishing, what kinds of things you 
are doing. And then ask them to envision that ideal self as 
part of the organization that they would like to see, and 
how they fit in with other people, and what relationships 
are like. 
56. I'd ask them to think about what's important to them. 
I might preface it by doing some work around values - some 
fairly concrete values - and then get them to envision the 
circumstances as they would like them. Get them to assume 
for a minute that anything is possible. I might do 
something with the group ahead of time that's very playful. 
For instance, if they were sitting there looking very glum I 
might involve them in some physical activity. Get them 
unstuck. 
57. I'd ask them to imagine a time in their lives when 
someone else enrolled them in some activity, and to notice 
the qualities of this experience. And I'd get them to 
pracice visualizing results in the present - the current 
situation and how they would want it to be - to move back 
and forth between the two. What structures would support 
their reaching the desired state? 
58. 
and 
I would have people stand back from the organization 
look at it as if they were an outsider and notice the 
key functions and procedures that seem to be out of control 
right now. And then to identify which of those are top 
-- t 
priority for establishing some procedures and policies, 
from there going on to nail those down. 
P
And 
59. I would have people think back over the last month and 
remember a time when they had an idea that they thought was 
good and that they didn't do anything about. And notice 
what kept them from doing something about it. Notice what 
would have to change in the organization in order for them 
to have done something about it. 
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60. I would have senior management imagine what it would 
take to feel really inspired about what they were doing. To 
visualize the company in such a way that they would be truly 
proud. And I would do a lot of work with that, have people 
share in pairs, triplets, really talk about it. I would 
probably start with the question: What's really important in 
your life? What do you stand for in your life? And then 
relate that to the company, how does the company live up to 
those standards - how does this company act as an expression 
of who you are? 
61. What is it that you collectively want to create? What 
is your particular reason for being? What is your actual 
mission? And is there agreement about that mission, and if 
not let's cocreate that mission. There would be a visioning 
process in which people would be able to articulate the 
company to go in. 
62. I couldn't relate to that one so well - it's not the 
kind of work that I do. For me the important thing is to 
take a look at the underlying structure of all the 
interrelationships in the organization - all the underlying 
structures both formal and informal. Structure predicates 
behavior. Behavior isn't just a random thing, it comes from 
the underlying structures. We could use a visualization 
process for tuning into what is going on right now. 
63. I would check in with people collectively to find out 
if they were as individuals, aligned with the purpose and 
vision of the organization. So that I would use imagery in 
asking people to tune into their lives as they would want 
them to be ideally, is the life that you see for yourself 
in the future, the life that you say that you want, in 
fundamental alignment with this organization's purposes and 
vision. If there's a good fit between those two the chances 
are that creativity and so on will be natural. 
64. There's something implicit in the question that I 
wouldn't support, if I was called on to do training for the 
sake of training in an organization where it was not clear 
that the fundamental direction was a shared one, might 
create a lot of empowered people gpoing off in different 
directions, so to speak. So the first thing I would 
ascertain is: are people really together in this 
organization? Do they agree on the direction. And then 
doing whatever sorts of training would be appropriate. 
Working through issues that were appropriate would almost be 
second to, do we have a collective vision here? 
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6 5. I'd go in and 
the organization, 
vision and purpose 
visioning process, 
actually have - 
tension model). 
work with them to create the purpose of 
Specifically, we would actually create a 
statement out of a consensual collective 
At the same time we establish what they 
the current reality. (The structural 
66. Essentially I'd do the same thing (as in 64) or I 
wouldn t work with them at all. Basically, organizations 
that are seeking controls - there can't be any clarity, 
unless they know what the purpose is and where they're 
going. In the training program area we do work on personal 
effectiveness using similar technology - DMA technology - 
for people to be able to create their own personal visions 
and focus on the results they want and to be able to move 
towards them. 
67. We are talking about organizational culture, open ways 
of doing things. The first thing I'd do is to look at the 
purpose of the organization, their mission statement and 
vision statement, if they have one and see if it's 
consistent with the systems and policies they have. Also 
work individually with people in the organization. See if 
their own personal sense of where they are is consistent 
with the organization. There's a tendency when you do that 
for it to lead to more flexibility and creativity. 
68. I would establish their sense of purpose - get them out 
of a reactive, responsive mode of orientation into a 
creative mode. Actually have them see what that purpose 
would be like. Using the imagery and visualization of what 
it would look like. 
69. I would have people think of the organization's vision 
as part of themselves. I d ask them to imagine what that 
looks like, feels like, focus on how that vision depends on 
them. I'd bring in the image of a dependency relationship 
as with a child. And then I d have them look at specific 
actions steps. 
70. I'd definitely use visioning-with this one. I d ask 
them to focus on the results that they want. imagine the 
organization 5 times more efficient than it is now - what 
might that look like. And then I'd have them look at the 
process - what is the process by which the organization got 
there? 
71. I would want to try to 
normal perspectives by us 
have them look at systems - 
structures they see thems 
sustain their creativity. 
teach people to go beyond their 
ing imagery. Then I d want to 
structural issues. What are the 
elves as needing in order to 
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72. Similar to 69. I'd get them to focus, give them more 
imagery tasks on where they see the organization going. 
Then I d have them visualize what the ideal organization 
would look like. And I'd have them going back and forth 
between current reality and the ideal. Also I'd work on 
them increasing commitment, the feeling of personal 
responsibility for the organization's vision. 
73. (I have specific graphic images I would use, in process 
drawing live. Items 73-76 are all in this mode.) I'd draw 
an organization chart based on rings rather than 
hierarchies, so that everyone in the organization feels 
equal. I'd create an horizon, just like looking at the 
horizon at night with stars, and some of the stars represent 
human talent, some of them represent organizational 
resources, some of them represent pure ideas, after 
sprinkling those on the horizon I'd find those that have 
harmony with each other and I call that whole process 
opportunity intelligence. And then in terms of bringing 
concepts and visions into realization I have a whole series 
of process oriented maps. ... Create one more dimension 
that they can get their psyche around. 
74. What I responded to here was "setting up systems" - 
what I would do is mode 1 - systems. Imagine that in a large 
space boxes represent resources and circles represent ideas 
and various other icons represent people and then I'd 
construct flows between those, information flows or product 
flows, so the people would actually see whole systems. And 
then I'd color code those so that there's just as much value 
in the human dimension as there is in the resources 
dimension. Creating pictures of systems, three 
dimensionally, and color coding them. 
75. Flexibility - I do polycentric power maps, you can 
imagine 10 or 15 circles that overlap like the Olympic 
symbol, representing the working elements in an 
organization. Not separating them but showing them 
overlapping, in sort of a field of influence, recognizing 
that power can emerge from any one of those points. So in 
terms of achieving greater flexibility I d say that kind of 
a context map would do that. Creativity - very loose 
cartooning pops people into an informal level where the 
creativity is given permission to rise. 
76. I don't do so much imagery in cases like this, I do 
esoteric work. Collective breathing, collective toning, and 
then some of the previous things I've mentioned. By taking 
their idea, putting it on the horizon, giving it life and 
substance, and allowing them to think somehow that they are 
creating it and I am only the end of the pencil. 
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77. i would take a specific example such as a creative 
project that the group might be working on. And I would ask 
them to imagine themselves passing through the project 
completing —-1 —■*-  ^ ^ j ^ ^' 
minutes to 
then imagine that 
all of the goals 
Then I'd ask them 
review in their 
together and what 
of the key steps 
more successful. 
the project successfully, and to just take a few 
experience that whole development process. And 
the project is a success and that it meets 
and that it exceeds some of the goals. 
to go back and identify and very carefully 
minds what they did, how they worked 
some of the key decisions were, what some 
were that made the program a success or 
78. I d ask the group of management people to imagine 
themselves as the chief executive officer and as they 
imagine this to report on the things that they would change 
both now, and also what they might wish they could do. And 
how they would make those changes happen. 
79. I would spend some time finding a specific problem that 
there could be some ownership on and then I would ask the 
group to join me in an experiment. The experiment would set 
up some simple rules for teamwork, depending on my 
perception of the groups major problems - maybe they didn't 
listen to each other, maybe they were a little reluctant to 
share ideas - set up some simple rules and for a period of 
maybe 30 minutes ask them to very conscientiously follow 
those rules and work on the problem that has been selected 
and work it through to a successful solution. I would use 
TV replay to review what happened and try to reinforce the 
positive things and then from that image I would ask them to 
imagine themselves in their normal work situation - how they 
might use similar methods in that situation, and try and get 
some kind of a connection, a commitment to take some of the 
things they had learned and either do it the next time or in 
some future situation, to consciously make a commitment to 
use some of these techniques. 
80. I might ask the group to imagine themselves - here I 
might use something that was kinesthetic in nature - imagine 
themselves in an organization that was totally stuck and 
unmoving, to form a solid linked group of people and ask 
them to resist change. And then bring change in from the 
outside by pushing the group or having one of the people in 
the group act as change and try to break out of the ring, or 
something like that. Then go back and replay that in the 
sense of asking them how they felt. And then asking them to 
reexperience the same thing by supporting and releasing the 
change. To reenact the stuckness and also the breaking of 
the stuckness, then to go back and review what happened and 
how we might apply that in terms of going from their 
kinesthetic experience and images to something that might be 
their next step out. 
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81. I d have them imagine, proceed out 5 years from now. 
Imagine moving in space and time out of the planet, out into 
the universe, and now it is 1989 and you re going to come 
back to earth. You're in this office and you have the 
ability to see everything that is going on - what's it look 
like, what kinds of things are happening, what do you feel, 
what do you touch, what do you smell - in terms of this 
organization. And then have people just talk that out. 
82. Imagine the organization as a living organism - what's 
happening that's producing this stuff; talent, output, or 
whatever. What are the parts doing? Imagine tubes, filters, 
whatever you want to construct. What are they doing? What 
functions do they perform in terms of that outcome? 
83. Get in a group and think about all the skills that are 
present, think about all the people that are around, think 
of the capital equipment we've got, the resources, what else 
might we do with this organization? Think of ten different 
things that we might do with this organization and 
collection of people - just wild stuff. Could we turn it 
into a popsical factory. Let's pretend - let's pretend that 
we could magically have this organization do anything 
what would it be? 
84. Fully experience the whereness of your stuckness - like 
where are you stuck? Where does it feel like? Put yourself 
in your chair and wander imaginarily around the organization 
- walk down the hallway of the third floor of the building, 
what does it feel like when it's stuck. What paradoxes do 
you see? What would you blow up? Now speed up and go out 5 
years. Get on Einstein's bolt of light, go out 5 years and 
look back. 
85. I'd ask top managers to prepare vision statements, what 
would it have to be like for your your son or daughter to 
work here, for you to feel good about it? Picture what kind 
of organization this could be in the future, given the 
environment and given what you want it to be? And then talk 
about the commitment process. 
86. One of the ways to visualize controls is to do 
analogies. Look at the organization, its systems, policies, 
in terms of an automatic process controller in the plant, 
which is a computerized instrumentation that shuts valves 
and opens valves depending on the pressure, and things like 
that. How can we design policies that will do that for us? 
Will operate when you need them but won t constrain t e 
organization when they are not appropriate. 
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87. I d have people make movies about what would be going 
on, how would people be operating with each other. We're 
going to call a meeting - how would they call it that would 
be different from now, that would look more open? Who else 
would they invite? 
88. One of the images we have been working with is the 
image of physical fitness, that says not only does the 
organization have to lose weight i.e. excess people, but 
also to tone up. And so at the same time as we have been 
helping the organization productively lose weight and do 
that in ways that are not extremely painful we've been 
working on redirecting mission and purpose, looking at 
patterns of high performance and trying to say how can we be 
more high performing,and not just lose weight and expect 
people to strain and work harder. And I think what has 
happened is that Case 4 has gone and recycled into Case 1. 
89. I would use probably more projective, creative kind of 
imagery. I would want to get this group of people to really 
vision the future, in a way that does tie in emotionality 
with it. Work with them to get a really clear picture of 
what's going on - rather than muck around too much with 
where they've been and what the problems are - what they 
want to see going on. Probably what you would call the 
imagination imagery. 
90. Sort of like present day-dreaming, scenario writing. 
Moving into the future again, but much more pragmatic, that 
might lead them into some role playing - here they act out 
the systems in operation and begin to identify what are the 
secondary consequences of what they are planning to do. Not 
to block them from doing them but to say, OK here s things 
we really forgot about. Part of the imagery could be visual 
as you sit there but part of it could be real and feeling 
and could be worked out in kind of a play. 
91. Here are folks who are probably a little tight. What I 
would do with them - very gently and over time - I think I 
would get them in touch with things that were lost. This is 
where I might go into memory, get them in touch with aspects 
of themselves that have been lost in the systems and 
policies and procedures - the child like nature, when the 
business first started up, what did you do when you first 
qot out of college? Something that they had in the past that 
was more flexible and more creative. Help them anchor that 
into their present in some way, and then go into a what i , 
aqain this imagery would be more in the nature of a playful 
brainstorming, but after we talk about some things to get 
the feelings back, of the times in their lives when they 
were creative and flexible, then do a what if game. What if 
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we really were like that today? And to talk about the 
promises and the problems that would happen, underpinned 
well with some good solid memories around the excitement of 
being not so trapped. 
92. There are a number of options and imagery is only one 
of the options. Some amount of living in the stuckness for 
a very short period of time is a possibility. Get them to, 
play with metaphor, not visualizing or projecting into the 
future because it is hard to do that when your feet are 
stuck in tar, play with some metaphors, probably at a 
feeling level, about what's this feel like - what's going 
on. And see if we could get people to start saying I feel 
like I'm stuck in concrete or I'm on this big slide and 
we re heading down hill. We've lost our vigor - and just 
kind of get them into that feeling, to feel how awful that 
is, to really get some sense that they would like to get out 
of that. Here and now and putting it into metaphorical 
words. 
93. I would probably use words like, In your wildest 
imagination how would you see this organization once you get 
done with this work. It probably wouldn't be using any 
meditative techniques but it would be asking, leading up to 
that question. Hopefully he would spill out some kind of a 
word picture. And to fill it out I'd ask, What would people 
say? How do people feel? How do you feel about it? That 
kind of thing. 
94. I would say, What do you mean by more effective 
controls? Can you tell me what that looks like? What do 
you have in mind? How would that be if you had ideal 
controls, policies and procedures. 
95. I'd say, How would that be different than it is now? 
What is your vision? To lead them to this I'd use a very 
simple little diagram describing present state, transition 
state, and future state - left to right, transition being an 
arrow - and saying, here we are in the present state but 
your are visualizing, have something in mind. it may not be 
all that complete but there may be parts of it that you are 
really wedded to and that you really would like to see - 
what is that, what are those parts that are clear to you? 
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96. My hunch is that they are problem focussed. Unless 
there is some indication, that they said, Gee I wish it 
could be like this, in which case I would say. Describe to 
me what that would be. Given that scenario I wouldn't expect 
that to happen. I suppose I would tend to want to be with 
them and their focus on problems - I think that they would 
be into correcting the ills. if that's the presenting thing 
and that s the pain, I think I am going to want to work with 
them^ on that. The visualization stuff might come later, once 
they ve cleared the immediate stresses away. 
97. As I come at that question, there are two or maybe 
three different needs there, each one of which would require 
^ different imagaic intervention. I would start with the 
question of commitment. The first thing I would do is a 
values clarification piece, on two tracks - I find it 
important to pulse the work from left to the right 
hemispheric action and I have developed a technique for 
doing this in a way that empowers both hemispheres - they 
can be responsive to the energy and the input of each. So I 
would start with a cognitive piece, a reflective meditation 
with writing. Why should I make a commitment to the 
organization? - and have them write about that. How will it 
serve my personal or professional needs to make this 
commitment? How will it serve the organization's needs? 
(The key to all this work is focussing. In order to engage 
the right hemispheric action you've got to present to that 
side of the brain a very specific task if you want a very 
specific output. And that's the difference between doing a 
general walk-in-the-forest kind of visualization to a highly 
lasar-like focussed request.) Maybe they get 10 items. The 
second step for me in this process, would have them 
prioritize which of these needs is most important. I would 
have them check the three that are most important to them 
personally. Then reduce to the one most important reason why 
I should make this commitment. At this point I would engage 
the creative process through deep relaxation, reflective and 
receptive meditation and finally visualization. Elaborate 
the one most important reason in depth - really flesh it 
out. When they have done that I would ask them to create an 
image or a symbol that would stand for that most important, 
reason. I would spend some time to have them intensely 
focus on this image - look at it, see its color, shape, 
background, aliveness, kinesthetic imagery, body imagery, 
olfactory, auditory. That s not the end of the process - 
should I go on? 
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98. I would have them focus very specifically on what are 
their blocks and fears and resistences - to really 
acknowledge the shadow. Through a very careful preparation 
process I would have them create a mental picture for that 
part of them that is stuck or afraid, so they can see it. 
Then after they have looked at the dark side I would have 
them do the same sort of focussing process on what are the 
benefits and gains that they can accrue from going through 
this. Then I would have them get a symbol for that 
positive, evolutionary step for them. 
99. I would have them remember a time when they were alive 
and empowered and creative and inspired, and then I'd do a 
process of tightening the focus on that so that they come up 
with a specific image for peak experience. And then I'd 
begin a translation process - What would it be like if you 
were operating like that where you are now? Help them to 
identify why they are not that way and how they can be that 
way. And the last piece of that is strategic planning - how 
can you get that way, how can you move in that direction? 
100. It's really important to acknowledge the truth of the 
moment and so I would have them look very specifically at 
the reality that they are going down hill - first of all try 
to bring the group to concensus about that fact. What does 
it look like? What is each of our image of the fact that it 
is going down hill? And as people reveal that, that's how 
they align with the task in hand. And then have them each 
begin to create an image of where they think they need to go 
- begin to reveal that and look for commonalities, 
similarities and try to move through a prioritization 
process to concensus. 
101. Two tasks - the first visualization task is to close 
your eyes and visualize the organization around you now and 
imagine yourself as looking at the current situation and 
feeling very good about the kind of help you re getting in 
terms of obtaining commitment - feeling terrific. You are 
seeing all kinds of signals around you that people are in 
fact already operationalizing creative ideas. And you are 
also seeing the evidence that the concepts and visions that 
you have had for a while is part of reality already. Tell 
me, as you look at the organization now and you see those 
things already happening, tell me the evidence. The other 
task is, visualize yourself in the future, a year and a half 
from now, what do you see going on in the organization at 
that point? 
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102. I would do a similar task to the first task in 101. I 
would also have them envision a system in which stability 
and change were in good balance - an appropriate, growth 
producing balance. And focus first on, What would the 
elements of stability be? And then what would the elements 
of change be, what things would be shifting pretty fast? 
103. Envision in the current setting seeing the signals. 
And second, envision a good balance between stability and 
change. 
104. This felt similar to me to the previous case, that it 
is looking for some change orientation to balance out the 
other, but the additional element for me was the stagnation, 
stuckness. And there I would use the visualization 
technique on an individual level: Imagine yourself having 
reversed the downward trend. Imagine how it feels to come 
to work. What kinds of things are you working on? What 
kinds of things are people bringing to you? What 
information comes up on the computer when you check in every 
morning? Starting at the individual level and then moving 
to question what would the organization be doing 
differently. 
105. I would have them individually do imagery of how things 
would be a year from now, if they were working cooperatively 
and responsibly together - do the end point. Back it up 
into task pieces. Then analyze the task pieces and how they 
would be cooperative in those tasks. 
106. I would start talking to the top people in the agency 
first and find out what they mean by controls - I would want 
to get their fantasies of what control means, that sounds 
like a real bag of worms. I would have them do some 
fantasies about how they would actually use control 
operationally, how it would be between them and other 
people. I would more than likely get into a here-and-now 
role play situation after a few light weight fantasies with 
that. 
107. I would start out with some fantasies about how they 
would like things, generally amorphous stuff, and then go 
into the issue of the fantasies about what they would have 
to give up or change in order to have that. Have them do 
some internal role playing and then some external role 
playing of what they would have to give up or change to have 
a control structure. 
108 I think I would do some relaxation guided imagery to 
qet people relaxed a bit and then do some imagery brain 
storming, heavy on the non-judgemental aspect 
brainstorming, just in order to kick loose a few 
o f 
ideas. 
the 
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109. We would engage the core of people who were committed 
to articulate their vision and their image of what the 
organization would be doing if it were doing the ideal. And 
then take the people who were perceived as not being 
committed and have them do the same thing- How do they 
really want the organization to work? If it were working 
that way what would it be doing? What would it be like to 
work here? What would it be like interacting with 
customers? All of those different things. And actually 
engage them in the process of visioning themselves. For the 
second part, we've never used visualization there. We would 
use a more traditional strategic planning, keeping the 
vision as the primary thing they focussed on. 
110. We would use visualization to identify what are the 
results you are trying to achieve here, and then go back and 
design the systems. If you had these systems in place, what 
would the result be? And again, start with a clear image of 
that. 
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111. Imagine, if there were greater flexibility and a more 
open way of operating, what would people be doing? How 
would it be reflected behaviora11y? See if people share a 
common image of that - a lot of people may be happy with the 
way it is now, may not want greater flexibility and 
creativity, may interpret that as chaos and confusion - get 
some commonality of what actual behaviors they expect of 
people and have them sort of accomodate to that. But also 
in terms of encouraging it, if more of the people throughout 
the organization hold a common vision, the more common that 
vision is, the less need there is for control and the 
greater ability to be flexible and creative. 
112. In that one I probably wouldn't use visualization, not 
that I wouldn't use it but it is hard to say how I would use 
it without going in and doing some kind of assessment of the 
situation. Without knowing why they are going down hill and 
why it has lost some of its vigor it would be hard to say 
how I would use visualization. 
113. I'd do a group visualization - that is , have each 
person do a visualization and then somehow translating that 
- it might be in the way of a picture or a mural, in some 
way creatively acting out whatever, sharing their personal 
vision. And then coming up with a group vision. 
114. I m not sure I d use imagery. Nothing comes to me 
right now anyhow. 
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115..I d use some of the open ended: How would your role 
model famous person do this? Transposing them into other 
possible contexts, so that they can see a lot of different 
possibilities. 
116. That s a real visioning one for me too. I think I'd use 
something similar to 113. 
117. I d get them to think about the structure and try to 
move them towards something specific. What might people be 
doing in the organization if they were behaving in ways they 
wanted? Get a sense of it and put some words around it. 
Sometimes you can have a sense of something that doesn't 
develop into a picture - write down that sense - sometimes 
it's warmth, sometimes happenings, factors or whatever. 
118. It really doesn't strike me as a situation in which I 
might particularly use imagery. It doesn't really call for 
creativity. Here people need to work with concrete types of 
things. 
119. Pretty much as in 117, I might move to something very 
specific, having people think about if people were behaving 
in the ways they wanted. I might want to give people an 
example of how you think creatively - state the problem and 
then have them come up with what they might think are crazy 
ideas, teach them that a crazy idea has some potential for 
being a worthwhile idea. Think about, If you turned this 
problem over to nature how might nature handle it? Close 
your eyes and pretend you are in some natural setting, they 
can move to anything, until they catch onto something, and 
I'd tell them to go with it - just create a story. 
120. I don't know that I would use imagery here, the thing 
that strikes me here is that I might have them do a drawing 
of Stuckness. Draw stuckness or stagnation. Instead of 
just trying to use imagination I would probably have them do 
something physical - have them build something, draw 
something. 
121. I would have them image for themselves seeing 
themselves doing it. Image what it is that they want. 
122. I'd use the imagery telling them all the time : If you 
had what you want, how would you describe it? Tell me what 
that looks like? Tell me what that feels like? I'd use all 
the senses, trying to get access to them through all their 
different modes. 
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123. I d try to get them to do what I call release as much 
energy into the system - by that I mean, let them loosen up, 
let people make mistakes. Then, when it comes to doing 
imagery with them, I'd try to see what they signalled as 
significant things for them, and then I would start to let 
them build cloud castles on that. I would use as many of 
what I call the evocative technologies as possible - things 
like music, dance (if the organization norms will support 
that), mind games. 
124. The first thing for me would be to let them get into 
their stuckness, they have to get past that, they have to do 
what I call "sit in the shit" for a while - and then when 
they are really frustrated with that, I'd start with: What 
is it you want, what would it look like? Getting them to 
imagine the wildest things that you can. Getting them to do 
exercises like making charts, making a shield, a symbol of 
their organization - you have to go into the myth that is in 
the organization itself and extract from that. I'd ask them 
who their heroes are? Who really pulled something off in 
this organization? 
125. I would do some theory presentation around imagery and 
the use of imagination, as a creativity loosening device. 
And in this particular case, my hunch is that I would 
probably use a guided imagery. 
126. I would not use imagery there. My hunch would be that, 
given their interest in systems, etc. imagery would not be a 
good device to use. 
127. My inclination would be to use some sort of input 
feedback methodology rather than imagery, probably a 
reasonably straight forward action research or survey 
feedback methodology. How are things now? How should 
things be in these areas, in your estimation?, and then 
feeding that back to the group. 
128. When I work with organizations that feel stuck 1 ha^e a 
favorite imagery that I use: Having members of that 
organization try to imagine the organization as some sort of 
machine, perhaps a mythical one, and then report that out a 
couple of different ways. One might be to have them write a 
description of that machine and have them read them, or have 
them report out to other members of the group, What is the 
wav of being of that machine,what is it like, how do t 
pieces hang together, how does it function? The iteration 
of that is? Describe how it is now. Describe how it would 
be it it were different. 
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129. You have to get out of the known. You can't work on 
what . you know works. You don't move traditional 
organizations to some really different state unless people 
just flat let go. Make a leap. Say to people: let's 
practice for a minute. Think about what's a world class 
animal and tell us why it's a world class animal. Kind of a 
warm up exercise. And they'll come up with a list of 
characteristics. And then say, now image a world class work 
team - Olympic team, work team, military team, swat team — 
what would it be like to be a part of that? I might break 
them up into groups and give each group different questions. 
What is it like to be a world class person - what does it 
feel like/ What are the traits? What do you do? (listing, 
imaging, and back to listing again). 
130. Take a group of people and put them together, they 
have more information than they will ever use as to how to 
set up a system and how they operate. We tend to do a lot 
of preloading, send people to places that operate better, 
bring them back and have them talk about what operating 
better means. We tell people to image what it is like to 
work in another part of the factory that in fact, has the 
systems they are working towards. 
131. (didn't sound familiar) I have a feeling that what 
might be helpful here is that the place where people are 
going to find more energy is when people start looking at 
themselves. I'd start with some pretty specific questions 
about recalling times that were really exciting or imagining 
things that might be exciting, imagine an experience that 
turns you on. 
132. Somewhat similar to 131. I would say to them to look 
at or image high performing systems like themselves. A high 
performing organization that is different from your computer 
age Kodak etc, and say what's the essence. We all know what 
good is, we all know what ongoing is, we all know what it is 
like to be OK, and we've lost some of our zip - what is it 
that gives zip? Again that's a warm up kind of thing. And 
then saying OK what is the peculiar thing here, what is the 
thing we'd have to put in place that would make it very 
different from what it is today? 
133. I think I would use images with them that started out 
in vague format and became concrete, like building a road 
throught difficult terrain. You guys are in a situation 
where you want to build a road from Boston to Albany, and 
it's in the middle of winter, and there are a lot of issues 
that you h a v 0 to d 0 a 1 with in torms of c 1 i ina te and 
environment - build that through so that by the following 
fall you had a road, the image of the road being concrete, 
firm, solid, usable, practical, requiring low maintenance. 
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134. What I d try to do would be to borrow imagery from the 
personal backgrounds of the individuals or parallels to what 
the organization in fact does. I might use the sailing 
analogy, with the captain of a ship, you know the Quigq 
situation where the whole damn thing was out of control, 
what you need is a firm leadership with specific - you'v got 
to have a navigator, and you've got to have a purser and 
you ve got to have an engineer. if you don't have the 
®i®iti.ng function in place and working well then your 
navigation function is not going to do you any good. You 
could build a two day thing around something like that. 
135. I just did that one! I said to this group, What you 
people have done, you have designed a road map to where you 
want to go and given that to your technical people in terms 
of your product ideation, that is an error. In giving these 
people a road map instead of providing with directions, you 
have provided them boundaries. What you should more aptly 
do is provide them with windows through which to see, and 
that they become 180 degree views of the coastline or the 
mountains - your window is in a mountain situation 
overlooking the valley. Let the developmental people expand 
their vision. The image of the window versus the road map 
(in their case actually worked out very well). 
136. Those are the harder ones. People who have problems 
like that tend to have them because they want to have them. 
I use my road map/window thing with some frequency and that 
would apply there. You might also do the life of Jesus 
Christ versus the Catholic church in 1 984 - if you had a 
group of people who were predominantly Catholic. Jesus 
Christ was a relaxed, fairly open minded person, that saw 
things fairly clearly - the whole loaves and fishes thing - 
this was a problem that Mary walked into and saw, instantly. 
Without giving it a lot of thought. Versus Vatican II where 
you had a whole group of people sitting down and trying to 
analyze the future of the world and what they did was not 
totally in keeping with the original concept or particularly 
effective. They got trapped up in their own internal 
bureaucracy. That type of problem, in my judgement, lends 
itself more to business case studies, where you ve had small 
organizations that are very fluid, very proactive, attracted 
people from older, larger, staid operations because they 
were fluid and proactive and as they grew became more 
bureaucratic and those systems were put in by the same 
people that left them, which is quite a frequent problem. 
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